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A critical review of the mechanisma, models arui heat-tr~~sfer 
correlations for nucleate boiling is presented,. The importance of 
nucleation is stressed.. It is pointed. out that the bulk of correlations 
are based on the erroneous notion that the energy transferred away from 
the heating surface by bubbles as such, in the form of latent heat, 
contribute$ insignificantly to the total flux. - A critical review of 
the correlations for the upper limit of the nucleate boiling regime -
the peak flux is also presentede 

The theory of nucleation during boiling is reviewed and 
extended in an attempt to explain the complete absence of the nucleate 
regime, noted in preliminary testa conducted at low pressures. The 
following equation charaoteriz,ing nucleation is derived 

= <J(Tw + Ts) vV rc 
A.v(Tw - T s) J 

where r is the mouth radius of the smallest cavit,y for vmich nucleation 
can pro&eeil. under the conditions reflected in the right-hand. terms of 
the equation; T is the {absolute) wall temperature'; T is the 
(absolute.) saturltion temperature corresponding to the s§stem presaure; 
0'" is the surface tension; A.v is the latent heat of vaporization; vV 

is the specific volume of the vapour; (all physical properties 
evaluated. at (Tw + Ts)/2.) j and J is the mechanical equivalent of heat. 

ol 
The nucleation mechanism embod.i.e.s in this equation is the one 

according to which the nucleation superheat for ap!.t'ticular surfta.c.e 
caYity is determined by the equilibrium (expressed by the Gibbs 
equation) of a vapour cap formed. over a cav:1-ty mouth, with the bubble 
radius of curvature. equal to the cavity mouth radius. 

Experimental data are reported for benzene and ethanol boiling 
from the same surfa{}e; at various pressures. At atmospheric ancl 
moderate subatmospheric pressures the usual stable boiling curves are 
obtained. In an intermediate region a hitherto unreported, permanently 
unstable, nucleate boiling regime exists, which is characterized by 
erratic bubble behaviour and by boiling curves of unusunl. shape. At 
even lower pressures the nucleate regime is altogether absent, the 
heat-transfer changing from natural. convection straight to film boiling 
as the wall superheat is raised.. 

Application of the nucleation equation to the stable runs andl 
to the point of disappearance. of the last bubble on a stable boiling 
curv~- (flux decreasing) allows the prediction of the size range of 
surface cavities available for nucleation, A method is given to 
determine the point where this size range becomes zero, and. where the 
above mechanism ceases to operate. Comparison with the experimental 



data shows reillmzkab~y quamtitrntively that when th:i.s mechanism ceases 
to operate - a, situation that can occur in the middle of a. boiling 
curve - nucleate boiling changes from stable to unstable and the 
bubble behaviour becomes, erratic:. Thus a. method of predicting the 
threshold of unstable nucleation which becomes operative before 
complete cessation of nuc~eation occurs, is presented. 

Photomicrographs of the heating surfac_·e employed. are shown, 
which illustrate the existence of cavities of such sizes as are 
required by the theory. 
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SECTION :& INTRODUCTION 

1.,.0 G:ENEBP~· 

Boiling, a heat transfer mode capable of accommodating fluxes 

in the order of several. millions of Btu/hr.ft
2

, has, with tha recent 

a&vent of such high heat flu_~ equipment as nuclear reactors, jet 

eng:fules and. rocke·t engines a.s.sumed. a. major position in heat transfer 

res:earcho 

Despite man is long ooqua.intance with the phenomenom of boiling 

and the intensive research to which it has been subjected in the 

last three, or so clecades, our present know-J..edge of the, physicail. 

processes undelllying it is insufficient even for the semi-empirical 

derivation of correlations capable of pred.i.cting boiling heat transfer 

rllll.tes under aJ.l. condi tiona. 

In this study consideration is limited to one of the 19 

possible modes of boiling which have been reco,gnized(l~ nameJLy, 

to the important case of saturated nuoleate pool boiling, i.e. 

the, case of boiling with vapour emination from discrete sites on the 

heating sur,ffaae, the bulk of the liquid being at ~ts boiling point 

andJ. circulation a£ the liquid occurring by natural. convection in a 

Ia.rge vessel. 

1 .. 1 THE IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEATION. 

The remark an the absence of satisfac-tory correlations for the 

prediction of heat transfer rates applies particularly to nucleate 

boiling.,. The reason for this lies in the highly surface-dependent 

nature of the process. 

Nuolieate boiling involves the processes of nucleation (the 

formation of m:icl·oaco.pic bubbles capable of growth) and the subse

quent growth of these bubbles. Now. nucleation, as. has been shown 

amJ.¥ticaJ.zy and experimentall,y (2, 3 1 4, 5) takes place ma:i.nly from 

a;. pre-exiating vapour phase entrapped in mic:ros.copic ~urface caNities. 

Clearl.y, different; surfaces, even of the same material, will havre 



clifferent micro-structures and henae different nucleation c:b..ruracter ... 

istics, Even one pnrticular surface:, subjected. to no such thea:'I!J.O.l :Ott' 

mechanical. treatment as might change its microstructure, w:illp with 

different previ.ous histories and hence dif'ferent entrapped gases andJ. 

vapours, behave differentJ¥ (5, 6, 7 1 8, 9, 10). It is therefore not 

surprising that the many attempts at genera.]. correlations of nucleate 

boiling heat transfer, along the traM tional lines of dimensional 

analysis, neglecting surface variables important in nucleation, have 

failed, 

The; proce;sses basic to nucleate boiling are, to repeat, 

nucleation followed. by growth., There· is, as pointed out by ~Vestwater 

(ll) "no reason to believe that the important; variables for these two 

processes are the same,, or that either one of the two processes will 

be rate. controlling under a11. conditionsq" Thus a satisfactory 

correlation will. have to take into consideration both nucleation and 

growth. 
The problem of the growth of nuolei into full-size bubbles has 

received attention rec.ently (12, 1~, 14, 15, 16). Expressions which 

fit well with experimental data for the growth of steam bubbles in 

superheated water (17) were obtained. and. employed alone in the d.eriv ... 

ation of heat transfer correlations. (18, 19) o A recent Russian 

correlation (2.0) was derived along similar lines:. As is to. be expected, 

these exprassio·ns, based only. on the growth aspect, are of limited 

validity. 

Our pres.ent knowJ..eclge of heterogeneous nucl.eation and the 

means available for surface characterizatian are, however, insufficient 

to, afford the d.erivation of a heat trans:f'er equation inclusive of the 

ef~ects. of both proce~ses basic. to nucleate boiling, 

This' insufficiency of knowledge concerning nucleation is one 

reason for the: initiation of the vrork:hcre reported. 

lo2 THE CESSATION OF NUCLEATION AT LOW PRESSURES 

In the couroo of a number of satura.ted boiling runs conducted 

at. subatmospheric pressure, the present authooco observed the absence 



of the, nucleate- regime below roughly 120 mm Hg for several organic 

liq_uids., Instead of the usual transitions from heat trans.fer by 

natura:IL convection to nucleate boiling, through the peak flux and then 

(for the case of boiling from electrical~ heated wires) to film 

boiling, the wire remained in lk'l.tura:t.. convection without any bubble 

formation and at some high surface-to-bulk temperature difference 

burst into film boiling., 

This phenomenon ha~ once been previously and accidentally 

observed. by van Straten (21.) during the low pressure boiling O·f water,. 

The observations in this Department were made in~ependently and with• 

out knowledige of van Straten' s work. 

The absence of the nucleate regime at low pressure presents 

a remarkable proble~in nucleation. It was felt that an attempt at 

the explanation of the phenomenon on the, basis of the theories of 

Ba;nkoff (2) and Griffith and Wallis (5) would serve as a useful 

indication of the status of heterogeneous nucleation theor,yo 

1.5 OBJECTS OF PRESENT WORK 

The objects of the present work, then, are the follovdng: 

(1) To present a critical review, in the light of remarks made under 

section :L..l, of the mechanisms and cor:r.'elations proposed for 
' 

nucleate: boiling, together with a similar review for the upper 

limit thereof, ioe~ the peak flux or burnout point. 

(2) To discuss het:erogeneous nucleation theory as a.pplicable to 

boiling, and. to attempt an explana.tion of the cessation of 

nucleation at low pressure along the lines sugges:ted by the 

theo:rr:i:.es of Bankoff (2,) and Griffith and Wallis (5). 

(5) To present further experimental data on low pressure boiling 

and accurate evidence of the cessation of nucleation phenomenon. 

(4) To conduct such experimental work as is cl±ctated by the 

considerations under (2) above •. 



SECTION .I.I; A CRITICAL REVIE\V 0:.~ THE MECHANISMS, MODELS, 

m~ COR~I~JIONS FOR POOL BOILING AND Trlli 

PEAK FLUX 

2 .00 Iv1ECH.Il.NIS1'LS 2 MODELS, AND APPROACHES TO THE CORRF..LA.TION OF 

NUCLEATE POOL BOILING 

Apart from early, empirical relationships, defensible on no 

grounds ather than simple dimensional. ana~sia (221 251 241 25 1 26), 

and a. recent statist;i.cal. analysis of no theoretical significance (27), 

all pool boiling correlations published to date have been derived on 

the basis of one of the approaches. or mechanisms listed below. Such 

proposed mechanism& or models as have not lead to correlations are 

included. 

(a) The high heat transfer rates observed in nucleate boiling 

are attributed to vigorous convection currents set up in 

the super-heated. J.Layer near the heating surface by growing 

and departing bubbles, direct latent heat transport being 

n@'gligable. See section 2.000 

(b) The heat transferred away from the surface; by bubbles as 

such, due to their latent heat of formation, is the major 

contributor to the total boiling flux:. See section·2.00l. 

(o) The formation of a. liquid.. microlayer under a growing bubble 

and. ita rapid vaporization into the bubble are considered of 

importanceo See section 2 .002. 

(d) A vapour-liquid.. exchange mechanism is po,stil.ated, whereby 

growing bubhles· push hot liquid. away from the surface, and 

upon departure allow cooler liquid to rush to the surface. 

See section 2.003. 

(e) Wave motion in the superheated layer is considered of prime 

importance in determining boiling fluxes. See seotio,n 2 .004. 

(f) Departing bubbles are postulated to inc1Uoe flow patterns 

identical to those encountered in laminar stagnation-flow, 

but in the opposite direction. See section &.005 



Of the many propos.ed correlations only the ones in more 

common use will be discussedo 

2:.J>;000 BUBBLE-INDUCED FORCED CONVECTION NEAR THE HEATING SURFACE. 

It is the generally held. view that in nucleate boiling the 

energy transferred away from the heating surface by bubbles as such, 

in the form of latent heat; contributes: insic~ificantly to the 

total flux~> The po.stulated thermal path is: from the hot solid 

into the superheate~. liquid layer and from there into the rising 

bubbles, only an insignificant part flowing into attaobed bubbles. 

This view appears to be based o)n photographic data of Jakob (28) 

Oln the low flux boiling of water, and on that of Gunther and 

Kreith (29) and Rohsenow and. Clark (50) on subcooled nucleate 

boiling,. Only subse.quent to the der:!.vation of' the correlations. 

here presented was this central ass1.l.mption checked by Rallis and 

. his co-workers (10 1 51). It was shown that in saturated pool 

boiling the assumption does; not even hold at low fluxes and is 

entirely in error at high fluxes (see section 2.00~)Q 

Meanwhile the heat trans:fer rates were attributed to bubble

induced agitation near the heating surface. The problem was thus 

formulated. as one of turbulent forced convection with correlations 

of the general form 
m n Nu ::. const. Re • Pr 0 •• ••• (2,1) 

where the constant and the exponents are determined from experiment,. 

Inasmuch as the heat transfer rates in nucleate boiling appear 

to be independent of system geometry, bubble dimensions; rather than 

apparatus dimensions,, were used as characteristic lengthso The 

difference of proposecl correlations arises out of the use of diff

erent bubble dimensions and different definitions of the dimension

less grcnips. 

2.;0000 ROHSENOW 1S CORRELATION 

In Rohsenhow 1s analysis (32, 33) the bubble dynamics at 

departure were considered of prime importance. Hence the bubble 

diameter at departure, correlated by Fritz (34) as 



0. {} ~ .. " (2<>2) 

was: chosen as chaFa.cteristic lengtho If bubbles are approximated 

by spheres:, and. the bubble population is (N/A)sites per unit area 

then the bubble mass flow rate becomes 

.. " 
anfu ••• ••• (2.co4) 

In addition it had. been observed by Jakob (28) during the low flux 

boiling of water, tha~ 

••• ~·· 
(2.,5) 

This relation was assumed to hold generally o Combining equations 

(2.2), (2.,4) arui (2o5) permits the formulation of a bubble Reynold 

number as 

Re = = 

The Nusselt number was formulated., using equation (2 .. 2), as 

oeo .... 
The PrandtlL number was based on liq_uid properties .. 

- · -.... The assumption that the contact angle, {3 , is independent 

of flux for a particular aolid-flu:i,d combinatio.n, together with the 

above;, ]lr:'Oduces the final correlation 

6., 



The exponents of the dimensionless groups were determined from 

experimental data on water (23, 35) and on three organio liquids (36) 

boiling on different surfaces and under different presst~es. The 

constant C s.f was found to be different for each solid.-fluid 

combination and Taried from 0.002,7 to 0.015 1 that is by a factor of 

five. s,ince these constants were chosen to fit particular data the 

correlation predicts nothing but the slope of the nucleate boiling 

curve. For any particular pressure the expression reduces to 

approm..mately 

(q/A) = const. (T - T )5 
w s ••• • •• (2 .9) 

i.e. the slope of the boiling curve is always; 3 which is, of course, 

not the case, Courty and Fouse (5) and Kurihara and ~ers (37), 

among others, having shovvn that variations in the exponent, ranging 

from :3 to 25, may be effected by polishing a surface with different 

grades of emer,y papero Such mechanical treatment changes the 

nucleation characteristics of a surface (but not by changing the 

primary roughness which is not generally of a size and shape conducive 

to the nucJLei formation, but by changing the smaller; second-order 

roughness formed statistically by the fracture of the solid). The 

nucleation characteristics, more specifically the number and size 

distribution of cavities:, influence the entire shape of the boiling c'Ul"'Ve, 

including therefore the value of the exponent. This will be more 

fully discussed later. 

It mus~ however, be pointed out that these findings were 

published after Rohsenow' s equation. Inasmuch as it is one of the 

first theoretical attempts to correlate nucleate boiling it is 

highly laudible. 

2a0001 THE FORSTER-ZUBER EQUATION 

Forster and Zuber (18) considered. growth "'Telocities of 

atta.che<l bubbles, rather than velocities of departing bubbles as. 

the major contributcme: to sublayer turbulence:. Since the velocities 

involved in bubble growth are roughly one order of magnitude larger 



than those a.c.!~ociated -:rlth mzl.croscopic bubhle: mmrement_ (58) their_ 

view is justified. 

·' For the formulation of the dimensionless moduJ..i in ,equation 

(2.,1), ·~ni the above basis, it was necessary to obtain exp~essions for 
. . . . -. 0 . 

the bubb~e radius;, R, and for the rate of radial bubble gro;wth, R. · 

.,_ · · · Plesset and Zwick (15) and Forster and Zuber (15) oonsiclered 

the rat9 of bubble growth in a unifor~ superheated liquid. 

their growth equations. they obtained the relation 

From 

R = (Tw - Ts) cL P1 ,j 'Jt~-~--1; ••• (2.10) 
~"v -,...v 

Substitution of a relevant time constant for tJ.e time, t, would 

resul.t in a characteristic length. By a complex analysis considering 

the isothermal. advance of a vapour fromt (18) the relation 
'?'_.,.,.,._ 

t -- R ;PL 
o 6P ••• ••• (2.ll.) 

was obtained, where 6 P is the vapour pressure difference corFes

ponding to the superheat, and R is the initial bubble radius given 
0 

by 
••• • •• (2ol2)* 

Combining equations (2 .• 10), (2.11.) and (2.o.l2,) results in the form

ulation of the characteristic length 

R = CTw- ~) :~p L ~·~ J [~ Jl [:;1 ... (2,15) 

It follows from equation (2.JO) that the product of bubbla radius, R 
0 

and radial bubble growth rate, R, a.s required for the formula.tion of 

·the bubble Reynolds number, is independent of time and given by 

2lffi. :: [(Tw- Ts) oL PL ,J'ltc··L] 2 .... (2.14) 

Pv "t'-V 

* Tllis equation will be discussed more fully later 

a. 



Thus the bubb~a Reynolds number was given by 

• 
Re =- 2RR p L o•• e•c. 

l-!L 
.. 

with the product. RR substitute~ from equation (2ol4) and the bubble 

Nusselt number by 

Nu = R(~A) . 
k_ T -rr) -!J w s 

(2.16) 

with R substitutea from equation (2.15). The Prandtl number was 

base& on liquid properties. The final correlation was 

Nu = 0.0015 Re 0 •62 • Pr ~ ••• (2.17) 

~here the values of the constant and. the exponents of the dimension

less moaUli were determined from experimentaL data on three ~rganic 

liquids (56) boiling at nor near the critical flux.. The applicability 

of the correlation to data on water was tested. with the peak flux data 

of Addams (55) and Kazakova (59) and was found satisfaatory,. Unlike 

in Rahsenow's relation, all data fel~ on the same line. 

Since the constants in equation (2.17) were obtained from peak 

flux data, the correlation should be more applicable to high flux 

conditions than others. 

Like the bulk of correlations 1 the Forster-Zuber equa ticm does: not 

take the nucleation characteristics of the surface into account. Its 

success must atem from the relative similarity (with respect to 

nucleation) of the "smooth" chrome, nickel_ and platinum surfaces 

general~ used in boiling runs. 



• .. 

In a subs.:equent publication ( 40) Zuber has attempted to show 

that: the inclusion of the cri tica..1 bubble r:.a.iuB 1 R 9 ~.n tha form-
e 

ulat:i.on of the bubble radiu:s. takes nucleation into account. The 

remarks apply only to homogeneous, nucleation (i,.e., nucleation vvi thin· 

the liquid bulk); in fadj~ the correlation is derived on the basis of 

boiling in the bulk and predicts identical. fluxes for homogeneous an<1 

heterogeneous ebbulation. 

It ha.s, incidentally, been shown by Zuber a."ld Fried (41) that 

the equation of' Engelberg-Forster and Greif (42) i.e. equation (2.9) 

in ref'.(42), derived by dimensional analysis, is, in fact identical.. 

with equatio.n (2.1.8) 1 the difference stemming from a substitution 

for 11 P in terms of the CJi.ausius-Clapeyron equation. 

2.,.0002 LABUNTZOV'S CORRELATION 

It is reported (41) that I.abuntzov has obtained a correlation 

based. on a model similar to that o,f Forster and Zuber. 

A new concept, apparently derived. from experiments (unspecified., 

no reference give~) is that the liquid is superheated to a distance 

R from the surface., where R is the critical bubble radius given by 
0 0 

equation (2.12). The enthalpy of' the liquid film (above the saturation 

temperature) is then AR c1 p1 (T - T )o If all the stored energy 
0 . w s 

is us eel. for vaporization, then the maximum distance, .t~), which a vapour 

front can advance is given by 

G 0 t (2 .19) 

This relation, together with equation ( 2 .,.12) with the ~ P term 

expressed in terms· of' superheau temperature. difference as 

2-o- T 
R - s 

0 - TT. - T ) w s 
.... .. .. (2;20) 

perrdts the formulation of a characteristic length as 

0 L p L " 2: <J T. s (p L - p V ) 
.e * = Pv XV P v ), V .P L 

o.,o ••• (2 .21) 

10., 



which, by neglecting the term in brackets and dropping the 2 may be ll. 

express;e<l as 

••• .... (2.22.) 

From the concept of a superheat layer thickness; of R , and the 
0 

Fourier equation it further follows that 

3;= 
A 

lc (T - T ) -'"L w s 
• • • .. ~ . (2~25) 

Substitution of equation (2 .. 25) into the Forster-Zuber Reynolds 

modulus with the constant dropped, and further subs.titution from or of 

equations (2 .• 20) and (2.22) yields 

pL(qjA) pL(qjA) CL PL<iTS 
Re ~ ·. e* = '1i 

liL P v "'v llL( Pv "-v) 
.... (2.24) 

Using equation (2.22) the Nusselt number was formulated as 

Nu= ~ 
~ • • • ••• (2.25) 

The Prandt1 number was based on liquid properties. The fina~ 

correlation was 
0 125 0.65 .1. 

10-2 Nu = • . Re: Pr3 for Re > ••• (2.26a) 

Nu = 0.0625 Re:0 •5 1 
10-2 and Pr3 for Re < ••• (2 .. 26b) 

It is, reportedi ( 41) that these equatians correlate boiling 

fluxes for a larga variety of liquids including liquid metals·. 

The limitations, of equations based purely on bubble growth 

and neglecting nucleation has already been di.scusaed. 

2.0005 KUT.ATELADZE 1S .AND MICHENKO'S CORRELATIONS 

It is reported (41) that Kutatel.adze has obtained a correlation 

based on a mode1 similar to that first proposed by Rohsenow. 

As characteristic length he chose {as did Rohsenow) the bubble 

diameter at ·departure, as correlated by Fritz 1 s relation, equation (2.2). 



The conversia>n factor g
0 

was dropped~ the Mll1T sys.tem of units being 

employecl. 

F'ollowing J"akob ( 45), the assumption is made that the super

ficia~liqui&velocity towards the surface equals the superfici~ 

v-apour veloc:ity away from the surface; then the superficial liquid 

velocity may be used as characteristic velooi~o This is given by 

I 0 I oo• (2o27) 

The Reynold$ modulus thus becomes 

Re = t3 ~ (g/.A} [ . cr ] i 
· tlL Pv ;..v g( ~ - P v) ••• (2.28) 

The Nusselt modulus is the same as Rohsenow's, see equation (2.7) 1 

except that g
0 

is excluded. 

The Prandtl number was based on liquid properties . ., 

The contaut angle, J3 , was apparently assumed. constant and 

dropped from the formulation of Re and Nu • 

These three dimensionless groups w•rrre insufficient to correlate 

data.. Kutateladz,e foti..'tld it necessary to make use of a pressure group 

defined. by 

••• (2.29) 

which is Mmenuionless in the MLeT system of units. It has. been shown 

(4~) that this group expresses the effect of system pressure upon the 

ratio Da/R
0

, 

The final correlation was 

.. o (2.50) 

which is reported to correlate data for a large varie~ of solid-liquid 

combinations and pressures. 



More recently, Michenko, as reported (41.), using the same 

dimensionless groups ob·ta:Lned an equally satisfactory correlation 

given by -4 [1 (MI,A\ Nu :: 8.7 X 10 · - ~. 
a. Pv "Av 

cr -,os 07 
-:r )" J Ku " eo o (2.,51) 
g~_ PL - Pv 

where the term in square brackets may be interpreted. as a. Peclet. 

number (= ReoPr) for boiling., 

Inasmuch as these correlations may, 

be reduced to 

(q/A) = const.(T - T )m ••• w s 

at a particular presaure, 

••• 

with m a conatant, their limited. applicability is clear. 

2.0004 OTHER CO..'ffiEL.ATIONS --· 
Two further well known cor1·elationa based on bubble induced 

turbulence in the sublayer, but being of somewhat lower status than 

those discussed. above, are mentioned for 1<b:e sake' of completeness. 

Gilmour (44) using the same dimensionless groups as 

Kutatelad.ze and Michenko and. a further dimensionless ratio., D/D, was 

able to correlate, reasonably (within 45%) data on boiling from tubes 

'\.Jf ... th the tube. Mameter. as D in the length ratio., In correlating 

data for the boiling from disks he found it "necessary to select a 

diameter which is not the diamliite~ of the disk"• It was not specified 

how this diameter was selected~ 

L~v,y (19), employing the bubble growth equations of Forster 

and Zuber (15) was able to derive. a correlation without specifying 

the bubble Reynolds and Nusselt numbers., His equation contains a 

dimensional factor which on the basis of theory ought to be a 

constant, but wa$1 in fact, fou..YJ.d to be pressure dependent. Th::i.a 

factor is given in graphical form as a function of the enthalpy 

, content, Pv Pv o 



For the nucleate boiling of a particular suhst[:tnce at a 

par·M,cular pressure$' the heat flu..v.: is not a single valued. function 

of the supe~heat, but depends upon the superheat temperature diff

erence and the bubble popu~atian/) The "Qubble population, in turn, 

OOJ:'llen&'..r;. on the nucleating characteristics: of the surface, that iSJ, 

on the. number and size distribution of nucleation cavities() 

While there are at present no means available for the required 

micro...chara.cterization o.f surfaces:, the interrelation between heat 

flux, bubble po,pulation and superheat temperature difference has 

received attention. 

It is reported (57, 451 46) that the flux is not directly 

proportional to the site concentration, (N/A), as originally proposed 

by Jakob (47), but proportional to a fractional power thereof. 

In the region where boiling is the principal mechanism of heat 

transfer this ex~onent varies from 0.55 to 0.46 for various 

investigations,. This interrelation has been shown to be unaffected 

by surface contamination$ surface-active, agents, dissolved salts or 

the degree: of maororoughness., 

Further1 Eurihara andi Hyers (57), by forming dimension~ess 

groups similar· to those of Rohsenow (aa), obtained an equation which 

correlated fluxes of water and several organic in terms of 

physica1 propcrtie~ and bubble population. The liquids were 

boiled. on widely differing surfaces with a large range of slopes 

of the boiling curve. Their relation is 
f 

b [Pv Ji- [N] -0.89 -· = sao - - Pr 
~- l:lL . A L ••• (2.55) 

the bubbJLe popula·~:i.on appearing to the i power.. In similarity tOJ 

Rohsenow's equation (2&8) the Prandtl number enters with a negative 

exponent which seems incompatible with the bubble-induced turbulence 

model. 
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It appears (41) that Zuber, in a report submitted. for 

publication~ has on the basia of a new model derive~ a. Reynolds 

number including a bubble popt'.lation term,o The group is giv·en by 

P1 rl (Tw - T5) cL P1 J 2 IN] t rl o- lk 
Re = canst. f3 - ?t a. L- ) J i-lL. Pvil.v A g(pL-PL 

••• 
These formulations, while not providing the solution to: 

the prob~.em.s of correlating boil:tng fluxes, are believed by the 

present author to be steps in the right direction. 

2 .OOl. LATENT HEAT TRANSPORT 

.As was pointed out at the beginning of section 2oOOO, the 

assumption that direct latent heat transport by departing bubbles 

contributes but insignificantly to the total boiling flux, is 

central to the derivation of every boiling correlation published to 

date. The notion is based on Jakob's data (2.8) on the low flux 

boiling of water, and on boiling tests with the bulk subcodled 

(29, 30) e Only in 1960 was this basia ass,umption tested by Rallis 

and his. co ... workers (10, .SJL) in the range to which it was !.Y.<t:,.naipaJ.ly 

applie~, namely in fuliy deve~oped saturated pool boiling. It 

was shown that latent heat transport is at no time insignificant. 

It is instruQtive to illustrate this with Rallis 1 actual 

resulta~ Taking one of his figures for the boiling of water 

(fig. 6 in. reference 10), on which both the total flux and the 

photographically determined f1ux due to latent heat transport by 

bubbJ..es; is platte~~ we note: 

(a)· At the very low flux o£ lOliOOO Btu/hroft2 (the boiling 

curve having separated from the natural. convection curve 

at approximru~ely 7,500 Btu/hr.ft2) direct latent heat 

transport aoc:ounts for .s,ooo Btu/hr.f·t;2, i.e. for .SO% of 

the total flux. 



(b) 

(o). 

(d) 

At the low flux of 50 1 000 Btu/hrcft2 the latent heat 

contribution is roughly 161 000 Btu/hr~ft2 , L.ee 55% 

At the intermediate flux of 100,000 Btu/hroft2 it is 

80,000 Btu/hr.ft2, ieee SO% 

At the high flux of 200,000 Btu/hr.ft2 (typical. peak 

fluxes are 500,000u400,000) the latent heat contribution 

is approximately 190,000 Btu/hr.ft2, iceo 95%. 

Except at low fluxes, latent heat transport is seen to account 

for the major portion of the total flux. 

Similar rescl ts were subseq_uently obtained for Vl!l;ter, using 

a more accurate photographic taohntque (51). Ethyl alcohol exhibits 

similar behaviour (10). These results may be considered. conclusive. 

With regard. to the correlations of section 2.000, one is 

faced with a staggering instance, of the use of unjustified asaump

tions .. 

Rallis haa attemptml. a correlation •· By summing the direct 

latent heat transport and. the natural convection flux based. an an 

undisturbed surf'81..ce , and. noting that this sum exceeds the 

experimentally observe<l flux., he has shown that latent heat transport 

by departing bubbles together v~th natural convection can account 

adequately for the fluxes observed in saturated. nucleate boiling. 

This leaves the conclusive evidence of insignificant latent, 

heat. transport in subcooled boiling (29, 50) to be dealt withe 

If the high fluxes observei in this form of boiling are, as 

is generally assumed, att~ibutable to the bubble-induced turbulence 

in the boundary layer, then it should be imma teria1 whether the 

bubbles are filled vdth vapour or inert gas. Vlhile it has been 

shown (48,) that non-boiling fluxes may be increased. considerably 

by the electrolytic generation of inert gas bubbles from the heating 

surface;, the observed fluxes, even at the highest gas generation 

rate, were nowhere near those observed in high flux nucleate 

boiling .. 



The explanation seems to lie rather.in mass transfer through 

the: attache.d'l. bubbles. This view originates from remarks made by 

Zmola during the discussion of Roh3enow and Clark's report (.50) and 

has received. considerab~e theoretical and experimental support {491 50). 

In subcooled. boiling the mechanism that accounts for the major portion 

of the total flux is almost certainly that of evaporation near the 

superheated base of the attached bubble and condensation on the 

cooler parts towards the top of the bubblee The mechanism cannot to 

any significant degree apply to saturated boiling (sea results of 

Rallis.) 

2 .002. MICROLAYEa V.APORIZA~IO.N 

It does, however, imp~ a. process applicable to saturated 

boiling. It implies, as pointed out by Bankoff (50) among others 

(5lL), the existence of a thin liquid film at the base of the bubble 

from which vapor-1:-zatic:m would proceed. The teuperature of this film 

would be expec.ted to drop significantl.y after mass transfer had begun. 

Now rapid surface temperature fluctuations during nucleate 

boiling have been investigated (51, 52). Moore and. Mesler (51) 1 by 

employing a thermocouple having an extremely short response time and 

capable of measuring the temperature of a. very small area, this couple 

being linked to an oscilloscope, were able to record surface temper

ature drops of 20~ to 50°F occurring in about 2 mseo during the 

nucleate boiling of water. These temperature dips Wm'e followed by 

Slcwv.er recoveries to the original temperature. 

These results were analysecl theoretically and interpreted with 

care. The on~ mechanism consistent with the observed fluctuations 

was found. to be one which involves vapcri.zation at the base of the 

bubble, with the following detailed events: (quoting from the original) 

"A& a bubble grows on the surface it exposes the heating surface wet 

with a microlayer of liquid to the interior of the bubble. This micro

layer rapidly vaporizeG removing heat rapi~ from the surface until 

it is complete1.y vaporizad. .• 11 The temperature dip corresponds to the 

microlayer vaporian.tion the recovery and the interval till the next 
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clip corresponds to the time between completion of vapo:t'.:iz&ti~n and 

recommencement of vapourization of the m:i.crolayer under the next bubble~> 

The hypothesis o'f: bubble-induced boundary layer agitation and 

the consequent correlations cannot predict. the observed temperature 

drop so 

These finc1ings ought to be of importance in correlating bubb.le 

grovvth and frequency, which in conjunction with effective surface 

characterization and hence prediction of bubble population, and. Rllllld.s 1 

latent heat transport. mechanism might provide the ideal correlationo 

2~005 VAPOUR-LI~UID EXCHANGE ACTION 

The mechanism of Engelberg-Fors.ter and Gr-ci.f (42), proposed 

prior to the above findings, would appear at first sight to predict 

the observe.d temperature dro·ps. 

The action basic to the suggested mechanism is one in which 

the space in the superheated layer vacated by a departing bubble 

(or in the case of subcooled boiling, a collapsing bubble) is occupied 

by cold. liq_uid rushing in!' Thus bubbles mechanically pump co~;oler 

liquid to the hot surface. This ac.tion predicts temperature fluct

uations at a particular spot on the heating surface. However, a 

carefUl analysis by Moore and Mesler (51) shows that for tha observed 

temperature dips to occur the inrushing water would have to be 147~ 
below the metal temperature, while the actual bulk saturation 

temperature was only 10~ to 50'7 below the surface temperature. 

Further, the mechanism does not predict the sudden arrest of cooling 

which was observed. 

It is har~ probable that vapour-liq~d exchange action is 

a controlling fac-tor in nucleate boiling. The approach has not led 

to a correlation. 

2~004 CHANG'S WAVE THEORY 

'Jlliis approach vdll not be discussed in detail, but is 

mentioned for the sake of completeness. 

Chang· (55, 54) has proposed. a. general:i.z.ed wave theory for 
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both netural. convection and boiling which has led to, a correlation~ 

Above the heating surface a boundary J_ayer is postulated whose 

thickness depends; upon the heat flux. This Ji.~y-e .. r i.s in wave motion, 

stable at low fluxes, but unstable at higher flu::ces., Bubble-aminating 

sites; appear at the nodes of these waveso The theory predicts that the 

wave length and hence the s :pacing of nucleating sites should be an 

increasing function of surface temperature. This has been cont'irmecl by 

expeniment,. 

Inwsmuoh as the bubble population depends not on~y upon the 

surface temperature, but also on the number and. size distribution of 

nucleation cavities, and further, since not ordered geometrical pattern 

of active sitea1 as predicted, has been observed, the approach seems 

limited.. 
The assumption that latent heat transport is insignificant, 

except near the peak flux1 is basic to the approach. 

_g,005 INVERTED STAGNATION-FLOW MODEL 

T.ien (55) has very recently suggested a neW! hydrodynamic 

mode1 for boiling. Since the publication was read at the very time of 

writing and has not been studied exhaustively only a few comments ara 

offered. 

In the region of low bubble population rising bubbles are 

postulated to set up flow patterns; iclentica1. to those of laminar 

stagnation fluw norna.l to a hori.zonta.l. plate, but opposite in sign .. 

At high bubble populations with mutual interaction flow patterns become 

more complicated.. As a first approximation the model for the "isolated 

bubbles region" is used for the entire range of fluxes. The published 

relations governing heat transfer in laminar stagnation-flow against 

a. wall. are employed. Clearly the number of such flow sources is 

ir.1portant1 hence the bubble population enters, into the correlation. 

The final equation is 
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The relation correlates (rith quite a large deviation) the d.ata. for 

boiling of various substanc.es; from widely d::i.f'fering surfaces (57 1 45 1 46) • 

In the light of the work of Rallis (10, 51), it seems, as: 

the author suggests, hig.'I-J.ly probabl'i>! that nconsiderable error is 

introduced .. • • th.t."ough the neglect of the vapour phase.*' 

2.01 CONCLUSIONS 

All saturated boiling correlations published to date are based 

on the erroneo.u!Bl notion of insignificant latent heat tra:nsport. 

Correlations base& entirely on physical properties of liquid 

and vapour cannot possibly preclict heat fluxes under all conditions. 

The means available for surface characterization are insufficient to 

predict the nucleation properties of a surface;. Correlations including 

bubble population terms are steps in the right direction~ 

Microl~er vaporization into attached bubbles should be o£ 

importance in the derivation of bubble growth and frequency predictions. 

These, in conjunction with nucleatio'n predictions, a relation for 

bubhle diameter at departure. and. the latent heat transport mechanism, 

could result in the ideal correlation. 

2 .. 10 THE CRITICAL, FLUX 

As the heat flux is raised during nucleate boiling both 

surface temperature and bubble po~ulation increase. At the critical 

flux the b~bble popluation has increased to the point of coalescence, 

the surface, as observed. photogr.aphically (56) being covered with an 

irregular., highly unstabl0 vapour film. This hydroeynamic crisis 

marking the end of the nucleate regime and the beginning of transition 

boiling represents an operational liait of power level. controlled 

boiling sys.tems. 
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The limit arises from the following: Inasmuch a..s the 

nechanisr:r which yielcl.e.d high heat t:::-ansfer rates :in the nuol~ate 

regine. is. nan-operational in transition boi:Ling, the su:cface temp

eratura rises if t»ne power level. is mainta.ined.; the filn. becomes 

inc~easi..ll.gly more stable and the syatem proceeds towards film. bo:iil:i.ng., 

Stable operation in this region is possible only if (a) a. heat 

transfer rate by combined conduction and racliation through the fil.n.,· 

eq\lal to the power input is attained. prior to. failure of the heating 

surfa.c.e by melting, and (h) if the surfac.e teo.pera.ture corresponding 

to the temperature difference asRociated with stable film boiling at 

the power· input leve~ is below the nelting point of the surface. 

In many instances the requirements, are not satisfied.. The nateriaJ.. 

me~ts locally. Thi.s occurrence is conm.onl.y referred to as burnou·~ .. 

The reason for the iintensive attenpts at the correlation 

of the ·critical flux is high~y app~1ent. 

2o:U APPROACHES, TO THE CORRELATION OF THE CRITICAL FJ.~UX. 

Apart from early, highly empirical or otherwise unsatisfactor,y 

correlations (26, :56) all expressions. for the critical flux proposed 

to date have been derived by employing one of the approaches listed 

below. 

(a.) A situation of close packed bubbles with adjacent bubbles 

touching each other on t~ heating surface is postulated 

as a. burnout criterian. See 2.110. 

(b) Dioensiona.1. analysis, in conjunction with various equa.tiona; 

of motion, ener~, heat transfer and boundary conditions, is 

empl~ed. See 2.111 • 

(c) The critical flux is considered to occur when a condition 

of coa.J.escenoe of successive b1l.bb1es. eminating froo the sane 

site occurs. See 2G112~ 

(a) The prob1eu is formulated as one of hydrodynamic instability 

of a two-phase mixture. See 2.115. 



2 ;.ll.O ROHSENOW l1ND GRIFFITH'S ~9.!!!~~-CI,OSE:-P.A.C}CED BUB~LES MODEL 

Rohsenow and Griffith (57) advance a nodel of square-close

packed bubbles touching each other on the heating surface. Burn:rut 

is considered to take p~ace probably before this idealized condition 

arisea;, in fact at a bubble population differing from such close 

packing by a constant factor •. The product of this factor and another 
\. 

unknown constant arising fron the inclusion of thei~ ea~lier finding 

(52) that the heat transf~rred to the bubbles is proportional to the 

total flux, was deternined fron experioent. Their derivation further 

assunes the product of bubble frequency and dianeter at departure as 

constant for all liquids. This constancy had been observeQ by Jakob 

(58) for carbon tetrachloride and water boiling at low fluxes. The 

final correlation takes the form 

••• • •• 

where c1 and. n are experimentally deterrained constants having values 

of 145 ft/hr. and 0.6, respectively. The group on tne left is a 

superficial vapour velocit.y obtained from the considerations of close 

packing; the group on the right may be considered a buoyancy force 

per unit mass of vapour. Their relation by a power function was 

ass,nnecl. 

Equation (2o~.56)correlates satisfactorily Bra.unlich' s and 

Addom's data on water. (59, 55) and Cichelli and Bouilla 1s datafor 

four organic liquids (56). 

A theoretical objection to the correlation arises fron 

subsequent investigations (601 61) indicating that Jakob's relation 

eo• (2.57) 

does not hold generally, and certainly is in error in the region of 

the critical flux. The most recent work (62) produces strong theoretical 

and experimental support for the relation 
j_ 
2 f .D d = canst •. (2.58) 
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apparently first suggested by Deissler, as reported (6l)~ 

2 .lll DIMENSIONAL .ANALYSIS - RUSSIAN CORRELATIONS 

Inasmuch as the publications advancing the correlations here 

discusaed were not read in the originals, the equations will be 

presented with little coooent. Reviews (6l1 65) were consulted. 

Apparently it was Kutatel.adze (64) who first reoarked on burn

out in terns of instability of two-phase flow~ However, he did not 

apply stability analysis. nstarting from the non-linear Euler equation 

of notion for the two phsaes and the heat transfer equation"* he 

derived the following relation by dimensional analysis 

(g/A) 
---,..--,.::;.C; _____ 1 

xv Pv~ [ (jg( Pt - Pv) ] 4 
= K = const. ... (2.59) 

The value of K was determined from experiments as Ool6 • 
Sherman (65) "utilizing the equation for convective heat 

transfer with a heat source, an equation describing the transfer of 

heat due to boiling from the laminar-transition layers to the turbulent 

core and the dim~1sior~ess group~ res~~ting from the equation.of motion, 

obtains, also by means of dimensional analysis, an expression identical 

to equation (2.59)" ** 
Borishanskii (66), extending Kutateladze's analysis to include 

the effects of viscosity, employed dimensional. analysis to derive the 

relation 

1 

lyPv2(CJg( PL- Pv)]4 

where 

N= 

* ~uoted fron (65.) 
** quoted from (61) 

PL CJ% 

••• (2.40) 

1 

Pv) J 2 
o•• (2 .4:h.) 
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The viscosity thus appearn only in the correlation fac·tor N. Ita 

effect is apparentJ~y ( 65) quite small., 

The agreement of t.he above three relationships with experimental. 

data is good, as may be observed from a figure reproduced (67) from 

Borishanskii's paper. 

2.112 COhLESCENC~i OF SUCCESSIVE BUBBLES 

Two correlations have been advanced, postulating the critical 

flux to occur when the rate. at which bubbles rise from a flat horizon

tal heating surface is just insufficient to keep them clear of theJx 

successors.. 

Deissler, as reported. (61) considered the effects of both drag 

and buoyancy on the rising bubbles; Bragg and Smit~ (68) considered 

buoyancy only. 

2 .lll20 DEISSLER' S DRAG-BUOYANCY MODEL 

Deissler, equating buoyancy·force and drag force on a frealy 

rising vapour bubble, obtained an expression for bubble velocit.y, 

~~ which, in combination with his coalescence criterion 

0 •• ••• (2.42) 

gives an expression for bubble frequency at burn out in terms of 

bubble diameter, drag coefficient and physical properties. This 

frequency and the relation of Fritz (54) between bubble diameter 

and contact angle at break-off were apparentl.y subst?~tuted into, an 

equation identical to that used by Rohs:enow and Griffith (57) relating 

the critical flux with the product f,.Dd. The correlation, as 

reported., waa. 

• •• 

where c2 is a constant. 
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The contact angle wa;s: assmnell oons;tant for all liquicli.--•Si:'llid. 

combina~tionm. The drrug ooeffj.c:i.ent Wru3 assnmed to be a fu.'>lct:i.on of' a 

bubble Reynolds nunber.. Substitution of the ~b?ve expressions· for 

bubble velocity and diameter into the Reynolds number yielded the 

relationship 

oeo .... x =f~v'tgfpL ·· p vlJ*) 
where X is tho lett hand side of cg.uation (2.:Z) and f indicates 

some functiono No· significant tren~ of X with the group in brackets 

was found. Thus the drag coefficient W&S considerea. constanto The 

final. correlation was thus 

which is identical. with equation (2 .59) • 

The conscanoy of the drag coefficient with respect to the 

bu-obl.e Reynolds numben· and the relation 

• • • ••• (2.58) 

impliect in Deissler 1 s analysis 1 ha. ve been verified. by Cole ( 61) by 

direct measurement; he also Hhoy~·~d (61) that. Fritz's relation (54) does 

not apply at the critical flux. The depenclenc.e of conteot angle upon 

surface. conditions is, of ooursa:t well known. 

2.112l BRAGG AND SMITH'S BUOYANCY -MODEL 

Recent~ there appeared. a rather naive attempt by Bragg and 

Smith (68) to rederive equation (2859) and to deter~u1e the value of 

the constant purely analytically, on the basis of a highly simplified 

modeL 
In the face of previous experimental evidence to the contrar,y 

(61) the drag force on the rising bubble was assumed negligable because 

of "·t1he' small dispatch velocities involved" * ~ Buoyancy was thus 

considered. to. be the sole force acting on a rising bubble, which for 

some reason was assumed. hemispherica~. The acceleration, a, 

$q11oted from the original paper (68) 
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corresponding to this force was deterrninecle An expression for the 

bubble diameter at departurep Dd' .identical to that of Fritz (54) 

except for the absence of a contact angle term1 was de:ived, assuming 
0 13 = 90 " Inasmuch as Fritz 1 s expression, as previo-11-t:.~ shown ( 61) 

is inapplicable a·t the cri ticaJ. flux, and the contact angle is known 

to d.epencl upon surface_ conditions~ this step introduces two further 

errors. At the pqint of coalescence~ the centre of gravity of the 

preceding hemispherical bubbJ.e was considered to have ·moved upwards 

a distance Da/2 in the time, t, taken for a new bubble to for~. 

Thus their critical flux criterion takes the form 

D' 
...J! - ~ at.

2 

2. 
. ... ••• (2.45) 

Assuming a burnou·a condition of total vapour coverage of the surface, 

arui the entire flux ta be by latent heat transport to &ttached hemi

pherical bubbles :- an imposs,ible situation - a simple expression for 

t was obtained. Substitution of the expressions for bubble diameter, 

acceleration and. time of formo..t::hon ·of a bubble into, equation (2.45) 

yields, remarkably, the final correlation 

••• (2 .. 46) 

which is of the required. form of equation (2.39). 

Needless to say, the value of the constant is about four times 

as large; as that observed. experimental~. 

2. .. ll3: HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITY - ZUBER'S CORRELATIONS 

Following Kuta.teladze' s suggestion (64), Zuber and his co

wor~ers approached the problem of the critical flux from the point of 

view of hydrodynamic instability of' two-phase flow. 

2.1130 THE TAYLOR INSTABILITY MODEL 

Examlining the photographs of Westwater and Santangelo (56), 

Zuber (63) conc1uded that no solid-li~uid contact exists in transition 

boiling, the liquid being supported by an irregular vapour blanket. 
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It seemed!. promising );.o ~pproach the crj.tical fluq. fro'm th:i.s region and 

to chaxa:cterize it by thz l~Tealdng ·down of the vapour blanketo 
' . 

Experimentcl. evidence pointing to the exis,te~c.e of capillary 

waves' on the interface of a thin film in two-pha,se flow was noted.; in 

e$pecial the occurrence of rippies in film b~il~1g (56p 69) and the 

wave shadows noticed by Chang (55) on photograp~ of .nucleate boiling 

(56). It seemed. na:turaJ.. to· invesita;ge transition boiling and its 

breakAti·nn to the c~,tical flux by considering waYe. stability.., 

The effect of viscosity on the waves was neglected.· The 

vapour film thickness was consid.erea small compared with the radius 

of the cross section of the heating element, thus allowing the use of 

the plane approximation. . The prob~ellil was: thus formulated as one of' 

instability of a plane vortex sheet separating two invisaid. fluids 

in relativ~ motion~ the denser fluid being supported by the less 

dense fluid, i.e. as a problem, in Taylor instability. The classical. 

equations of Helmhol.tz, Kelvin and Rayleigh (70} were applied, 

governipg the pro.pogation of small disturbances, and the stability 

of such a vortex sheet oscillating under the influence of surface 

tension. These, together with an energy balance assuming the inter

face to break at the nodes; and that vapour slugs are approximated by 

sphereS', result in the final correlation 

•·o.. (2o47) 

Except at very high pressures the density ratio term on the right hand 

side, approximates to unity -and equation (2 .• 47) reduces to equation 

(2.59). The agreement ~etween Borishanskii's experimental. constant 

of O~tl5 in equation -(2-.00) and ii- (= Ool5l.) is remarkable. 

The relation correlates satisfactorily the data of several 

inves~igations (56 1 56, 55, 7l)e 

It was subsequently shown by Zuber and Tribus (72) that the 

constant 2~ in equation (2947) is actually an average value having 

theoretical limits, arising from the wave Jl..ength spectrum of unstab~e 

disturbances, of 0.157 ancl. 0~12. • 
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Fundemantal to the Zuber. trcatm'3nt is the not:i..on of absenc~ of any 

sol:'.d-liq.uid. conta.ct d.1J.!'in6 transition boi.linc;. Hence ·~b.e nucleation 

charac:lieristics of the solid h0a.ting surface e.ne :L:nmate:t>ial, -the heat 

fl1.L'1C being determined entirely by bydrooyna.m:l..o effect . .;; in a region 

removed from the surfacao However/) in the light of more recent 

experimental stuo.:..es (73, 74), showing strong surface dependence of 

transition fluxes, it appears highly probabl·::- that momentary contacts 

betw.een liquid and solid do occur. Bankoff' and Mei.l!'a (75) have, in 

fa.c.t,i advanced a 11 q,uenchl.ng theory" for transition boiling which 

accommodates these contacts~ 

Thus the Taylor instability model is probably incompatible 

with the physical process it is supposed to simulateo 

2;9ll3J. THE COM~ TAYLOR AND f~~MHOLTZ INST.A~,ILITY MODEL 

Mo~l\l rec.ent1y Zuber:~ Tribus and Westwater (67) approached 

the critical flux from· the point of view of combined Taylor and 

Helmholt~ instability of two-phase flow. 

The similarity between nucleate boiling and the Jlrocess:,;of 
; 

gas bubbling from a porous surface is noted by observing the 

similarity between the plots of Kurihara and flyers (37) relating the 

heat flux vdth temperature difference for various surface roughnesses1 

with those of Siemes and Borchers (76) relating the superficial gas 

velocity and the pressure drop acrass porous plates of various pore 

siz,e.s:. Early remarks.. pointing out the similarity betv,.,:een burn out 

in boil:i.ng and flooding in bubbling mass transfer systems (26, 77) 

are noted.., These, considerations ancl the simil.a,rity between Rohsenow 

and Griffith's peak flux correlation (57) 

superficial. = vapau't' velocity .... (2.56) 
at burnout 

and Souders and. Brown's flodding correlation for bubble-cap columns 

(7a) 
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suggest a flooding model for the critical fluxo 

o"e (2,.48) 

A:3 the flux in nucleate: boiling is ra:i.sed, bubble pop1;J.ation 

and bubble frequency increase~ At the critical flux the frequency of' 

em:i.ssd.on is cons~.3.ered to have increased.. to the point of coalescence 

of rising bubbles with their predecessors resulting in the formation 

of continuous vapour columns. Quoting from the original (67): "The 

number of vapour columns increases as the flux approaches the cri ticaJ._ 

value~ However, the number cannot increase indefinite~e Each new 

vapour co1umn occupies space formerly occupied by liquid~~ Like in 

the flooding phenomenom the discontinuous (vapour) phase and the 

continuous (liq_uid.) phase compeJce for the free volume. A:3 the cross 

section of space availS~ble to the liquid becomes smaller and smaller 

the liquid which must move towards the heating surface moves faster. 

Thus, we visualize jets of vapour rising from the solid, while between 

these jets; are liquid. jets moving l<';il. tha oppoa.ite direction., Because 

of HelmhoU~ instability (70, 79) this countercurrent flow of liquid. 

and vapour mey become hydro.dynamicaJ.ly unstable,. The mllllXimum heat 

flux occurs when the hydrodynamuc crisis arises9 At the crisis the 

relative velocity of the liquid. and. vapour is as great as it can be) 

an increase is impossible; it would either cause the vapour to drag 

the: liquid back awa:y from the heating surf'ace or liquid jets to drag 

vapour back to the heating source"• 

The problem was thus formu~l.ated$ again using the plane 

approximation, as that of finding the value of the criticaJL velocity 

corresponding to (Helmholtz) instability of a circular vapour jeto 

The diameter of this jet wa.s determined from consiclerationa> 

of Taylor instab~.lity: An instant was imagined at which the liquid. 

ia supported. by a bl.anket of vapour. The two streams will not be 

permitted to move in oppos~te directions as clescribed unl.ess the 

:i..iquid··Vapo:ur in·i;e:d'acc is broken. It was postulated that th~: 

interface will tend.. to break up in a definite pattern corresponding 
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to a. critical wav:e-length spe~trum (70, 79) e,ssor.iated with '.l'aylor 

ins.tabiJ.ity of the, vert~ sheet~ The d.imr:.ster of the c:ritioal vapour 

columns was taken to be half this crit:i.ce.l wave..-length:~ or range of 

wave-lengths, correspond.ing to the points of inflection of the critical. 

two-d.imensional disturbance. 

Using this ctiameter~ the critical velocity for Helmholtz 

instability of the circular vapour• jet was obtained using classical. 

equations:. (70, 79) o This1 together with an energy balance produced 

the fina.l oorrelatio·n 

0.12; o"• (2e49) 

which is seen to be identica.1i.. with their earlier relation. 

Inaamucb as these equations wene derived. entirely analytically 

and correlate data on such d.iverae media as various organic liq~lids 

(56~ 56) 1 water (35, 71) and liquid hydrogen (80 1 81) see ~lao (41), 

they are highly impressiveo The assumption of absenc-e of l:i.quid.-

solid contac.t at the critical flux, basic to their derivation, is, 

however., open to serious doub·l;. (see. 2.ll50) ~ As equations (2.59) etc., 

they_ ane not dimensionally hom.o,geneous in the MLeTFH system of units; 

g , the conversion factor from forc.e to mass un:tts, having been omitted 
0 

in the gro~Q in square bracketso 



This section d.ealc: in f\ome d.etai:h. with the questions o~? what 
a nucleation site :i.s, how a surface may be characterized with respect 
to nucleation and how system variables, in ~?tioular pressure, affect 
the nu111ber of nucleation s:i.tes on a surface.. .An explanation of the 
cessation of nucleation at low pressure (see section 1.2 and. Fig~ 5o6) 
is attempted. on the basis of published theory or on extension of such 
theory. 

Before d.ealing with these problems it is appropriate to define 
some of the terms used. in nucleation theoryo 

3.,00 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS ~m DEFINITIONS 

c~ the basis of the kinetic theory the superheated liquid. 
from which bubble formation is to take place may be considered. to 
contain some mOlecules having energies. considerab~ greater than the 
energy of average moleculesG A cluster of molecules having sufficient~ 
high energy may be considered. a vapour cluster, this cluster having 
arisen from collisions of activated molecules with average molecules 
or other aetivated. molecules. When the number of molecules in the · 
vapour cluster is sufficiently large': the cluster is a vapour bubble. 
These bubbles are cooler than the liquid bulk, thus the process of 
bubble formation is, strictly speaking, irreversible. 

The superheat constitutes a driving force bet'V7een liquid and. 
vapour; surface tension tends to crush the ~iny bubble and tends to 
cause· its collapseo A nucleus is a tiny vapour bubble that ·vvill not 
collapse but grow spontaneously. · 

It is possd.ble to formulate the work reg_uired to form a 
vapour embryo of any shape., On the basis of the generally accepted. 
simplifying approximation of r·eversibili ty of bubble growth, this 
work, W, equals the increase in (Gibbs) free energy, 6F, of the tota1 
system. ~F or W is obtained by considering the chemical potential 
of' vapour and. liquid, or PV work, and from the workrequired to create 
the liqui.d-vapour j.nterfaoe. · A maximum on the b.F or W vs. vapour 
volume curve will represent ~ situation of metastability and. growth 
beyond. this point will be spontaneous. This maximum ma.rks a critical 
condition'" 

Consid.er the simplest possible case, that of nucleation 
within the liquid. bulk (homogeneous nucleation) • Westwater (82), 
among others, has derived. the relation between b.F and. the bubble 
vo1ume, v. On the assumption that vapour embryos are spherical, 
vapour vo~ume was represented by bubble radius, R. A plot of the 
function is given in Fig. 5ol (see overleaf). 
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Figo 5.~ Plot of Work of Formation vs. Radius -
Homogeneous Case 

The function passes through a maximum. Only bubbles of radius 
R are stable, and only as long as they do not change in radius. The 
s£ightest change in size,:, arising, say, from the loss or gain of one 
molecule would cause. spontaneous collapse or spont,aneous growth of the 
bubble, accompanied by a decrease in free energy and an increase in 
entropy. A bubble of size R is called a nucleus and the radius 
of the nucleus is called the 0 criticaL radiuao For bubbles to grow to 
mac.roscopic size. it is thus necessary to exceed the free energy 
barrier ~F max i.e. the work barrier W maxa 

Consider now vapour nucleation from a solid-liquid interface. 
If the embryo grows from some surface irregularity, say a cavity, it 
is possible that the W vs V curve has more than one maximum. In this 
case the highest maximum marks the critical condition and must be 
exoeed.ed for growth to macroscopic. size to occur. The bubble radius 
of' curvature associated with this maximum is now the critical radius. 

5~1 THE NATURE OF ~nJCLEATION SITES 

In this subsectio;n the various previously proposed conditions 
considered. conducive to nucleation, and the general~ received view 
that nucleation occurs from a pre~·existing vapour phase in steep-walled 
unwetted. cavities are discussed in detail. A controlling nucleation 
mechanism is proposed. Experimental evidence suppo,rting the adopted 
model and mechanism will be quoted. 
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, 3~10 PREVIOUSLY POSTP,=L=A~TED=·~--~Lll~<EL~·~Y~S=ITES 

The physical nature of nucleation sites in boiling has 
received a thorough. examination in the important pr.1.per of: Bankoff' s 
of' Jl957 (2.). The various possible and previously postulated reC}.uire
menta for vapour nucleation were anaJysed theoretically and then 
compared with experimental resultso 

Homogeneous nucelation and nucelation at a plane surface were 
considenacl first., The analysis is here presented to illustrate the 
method of attack. 

Volmer's original expression (83) for the reversible work of: 
formation of a vapour nucJ.eus having the shape of a spherical sector 
em a plane solid surfooe (Fig~ 3.2) was rederived and corrected. 
The maodmum o,f this expression, 

Fig. 3.,2 Nucleation on Plane Surface 

corresponding to a vapour nucleus of critical size is given in its 
corrected form, by 

Vl 
167to-3 

/({3) ::. 

3(P - P )2 • • ·ao max 
B L 

••• 

f(f3) 2 + 3 cos{2 3 
where - COS;.~ -· 4 ••• 

The size. of the critical bubble is unknown; hence PB' the pressure 
inside this bubble is unknown and equation (3.1) is not directly 
useful.., Resort was made to the work of Fisher (84) who treated. 
nucleation during cavitation. Fisher's analysis is directly 
applicable to superheated. liquids, yielding the expression for the 
rate of formation of vapour nuclei in a mo1e of superheated liquid 



~ = ~ e:rp [- ( M:.; Wmaxl J ••• (3,5) 

where N is the Avogadro number, and lJ. t: * is the activation energy for 
the notion of a liquid molecule past itg neighbours into or away from 
the bubble surface~ Fisher has shown its effect to be general~ 
negligableo Equation (5o5} was applied to homogeneous nucleation. 
For the homogeneous case J(~) in equations (5.1) and (5.2) is 
equ.aJ. to unity. Further, the tern (PB - P1) in equatio'n (5.1.) was 

relate~ to the superheat-vapour-pressure difference, IJ.P, by means 
of the Thomson correction 

••• (5.4) 

Hence 

••• (5.5) 

Fisher (84) has further shown. that the fracture pressure for 
oa-:ritation is very insensitive to the waiting time for the first 
bubble. On the basis of this property Bankoff selected. a value of 
unity for dN/&t in equation (5.5) and solved for the superheat
vapour-pressure difference. 

PL . [ 16 1tcr
3 

!J.P = p1- Pv 5kT ln( NkT/h) 
.... (5.6) 

~ in equation (5.6) should approximate the theoretical fracture 
pressure for the cavitation of liquids, which is "in the neighbour
hood of hundreds to thousand& of a..tmospheres.n. ** The highest 
experimentally observe&. superheats correspond to lJ. P' s of only a 
few atlilospheres. Nucleation from the homogeneous liquid does. there
fore not take place~ 

SimLlarly for nucleation at a plane solid surface, the 
superheat-vapour-pressure difference is given by 

1 

P L [ l67tcr
3

{(@) ]a • • • (5.7) 
IJ.P = p

1 
-p V 5kTtn( NkT/h) 

where f([3 ). is given by equation (5.2). Within the range of observed 
contact angle, 13 , the b.P obtained from equation (5.7) is in excess 
of experililentally observed b.P'· s by some orders of magnitude. Hence 
nucleation in ebullition does not take place from plane surfaces. 

** quoted. from (2) 
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Nucleation from surface projections was considered next~ 
The solid projections Yrere considered to be spherical sectors of raa.J..us 
r ~ An expression for W identical to enuation (3,.1) except for a s. max ~ 

different geometry function w~ obtainedo This geometry function was 
shown to be of the same order of magnitude as f({3) in equations (3.1) 
and (3o2) for the case of r ::: critical radius of vapour embryo; in 
fact, for ~ ::: 90° the work ~o form a nucleus is greater than th~G 
required to form a. nucleus in the homogeneous liq_uid. For the oases 
of r tending towards. infinity and r tending towards zero the work 
of nu~leation tends towards that deter~ned for the previously treated 
plane surface case~ Thus the possibility of nucleation from surface 
projections may be J.i.sm.i.Bsea:~ 

Nucleation from conical cavities v;.as considerea next. For 
well-wetted (low ~ ) surface-fluid conbinations the work required 
for nucleation was shown to be of the same order of magnitude1 

irrespective of the depth of the cavity, as the work required. to form 
a nucleus. within the liq.11id bulk.,. 

Before dealing with the all-inportant case of unwetted cavities, 
Bankoff' s reasoning fdlr the rejection of surface crevices: as possible 
nucleation sites will be given. The cavities are considered to be 
grooves with a. wedge-shaped. profile. If the walls are wetted, approx• 
imately the same considerations will apply as for wetted cavities. 
Thus wetted. or-e•lric•es may be clisnisa:ed from consideration. If the 
crevice: walls are unwetted, the work required to teo.r the liquid. away 
froo a. small area at the apex will be less than for the wetted case; 
but the resulting vapour phase will have to grow along the entire 
length of the c.revice apex before growing out of the crevice. Hence 
nucleation will rather take place from unwetted o~iti~' than from 
unwetted creviceso However, should a well wetted crevice contain a 
short. unwetted. section, then the vapour embryo need not extend past. 
the unwetted. portion, and. the crevice will act as an unwetted. cavi i;y ~ 
Such a. contamination effect is not unlikely. 

Up to this point the discussion has been a. sunmary of 
Bankoff's important paper of 1957 (2). 

3 ,.11 STEEP-W.ALI,ED UNV~TTED CAVITIES 

The rem.~ks made so far apply to stmtic deternina tions of 
superheat in the absence of' any pre-existing gaseous phaseo Such 
considerations are insuf'£icient for the treatnent of boiling 
nucleation fran steep-wo.llecl, unwetted conical cavities. While 
Bankoff (2.) has indicated., though not strictly quantitatively, that 
conditio,ns f'or nucleation in the absence of a. pre-existing gaseous 
phase are more favourable in unwetted cavities than in any other 
possible site., it appears that during the dynanic process of 
ebullition such cavities will always contain a vapoor phase fran 
which bubbles grow. The postulate that nucleation o~curs fran a. 
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pr~existing g~eous phase in cavities ac:tually goes back to Fisher (84) 
and Courty and. Foust (5) o The first postulation of surface cavities 
as boiling nucleation sites ia, incidentally, due to .And.reev who 
studie<i cylindrical pores, and dates back to 1945, as reported (85)" 

Now by considering the unidirectiona.l advance of a liquid 
front over an irregular surface, Bankof:f (86 1 87) has derived a quant ... 
itative procedure for deternining whether a. surface cavity of a. 
particular shape and si.ae will entrap gas and vapour or not~> For 
entrapment to occ.ur it is assumed that the liquid front in e.dvancing 
down one wall of a depression oakes contact with the opposite wal~ 
before displacing all the gas. The study indicates that unwetted, 
stee:p>-walled cavities, as are here considered, are highly efficient 
vapour traps. 

Let us initially consider nucleation in the absence of a 
pre-existing gaseous phase fror:1 a steep-walled, unwetted, conical 
cavity, (Fig. 5.5,), of such a size. as to let. the ma:rlnum on the work 
vs. volume curve, ana;l.ogous to the homogeneous critica.l condition, 
occur while the vapour phase is near the apex of the cavity, i.e. 
when Rb ~ Ra .• 

solid. 

Fig. 5 .. 5 Successive Bubble. Profiles -
Unwettecl Cavity 
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Fig. 5.4 Radius of Curvature vs. Volune .... 
Growth in above Cavity 
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Fig. 5.5 Work vs. Vo~une - Growth in 
above Cav:i.ty 

Let us ~onsider the case of~ = 90°; let the cavity mouth 
radius;= r • In Fig., 5.5, successive bubble profiles are drawn. An 
appropriatg plot of the variation of radius of curvature with bubble 
voJLune is given in Fig. 5f)4. I.t is proposed. that the work vs. volume 
curve is of the 5hape given in Fig. 5.5. 

' R. (situation ~ in Fig. 5.5) is the radius of curvature, 
analogous 0 to the homogeneous critical. radius R , associated with 
the first maximUD on the W vs, V curve. Growth0 from this point 
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onwards will be spontaneous.. until situation 5 is reached., From the 
arrows in Fig. 5.5 marking radii of curvature of the interface and from 
Fig. 5.4, it is seen that a sudden reduction in radius of curvature 
is nec.essar.y before a heraispherical vapour cap of radius R = r can 
be formed over the cavity mouth, i.e. before situation 4 c is c 
realised. Further growth i& accompanied by a regular increase in 
radius of curvature. At this point we recall the Gibbs equationt 
applicable to a situation of statio mechanical equilibriuo 

••• • •• (5.8) 

where PB is the pressure inside the bubble, P
1 

is the bulk liquid 
pressure., and. R is the radius of curvature of an interface which is 
a segment of a sphere. If we approximate each stage· o~ grovnh b~ond 
and including R', by an equilibriuo situation, it is seen that R', 

0 0 
ancl the oinioun on the R vs. V curve (Fig. 5,4), R , correspond to 

c 
situations of r1axi11um (PB - P

1
). An exact equation relating 

(PB - P
1

) with superheat Will be given later,. For the present we 
follow the bulk of investigators by using the approximation 

t:. p • • •• (5.9) 

where t:. P is the superheat-vapour-pressure difference. Thus R 1 and 
R correspond to conditions of maximum superheat-vapour-press~e c 
difference. and hence superheat. For the case of R' < R , here 

0 c 
considered, R' requires; the higher superheat. This arguraent qualifies 
the postulate0 (Fig. 5.5) that R' is associ$,ed with the highest 

0 
rJaximun on the W vs. V curve. Thus R 1 is the critical radius and 
controls the superheat necessar.y for nRcleation, if the cavit,y is; 
original~ liquid filled. 

From Fig, 5.5 dra~vn for the case of R1 being just fraction
ally smaller than R , we note that for steep-wa£led unwetted cavities 
of such a size as t8 let. R' < R , R' occurs towards the very 0;.pex 

0 c 0 
of the cavity. Considerations of vapour entrapment (86. 87) indicate 
that a vapour volume corresponQ.ing to R ;;::= R~ will be very likely to 
pre-exist in cavities uf th;Ls ~ty.pe. In this case the 11 oap-over-mouth11 

situation becomes controlling and R = r is the critical radius and c c . 
determines the superheat. 

For cavities of the same t,ype but of smaller size, such 
that R' > R but still occurs inside the cavity, consideration of the 
Gibbs gquation indicates .that a higher superheat will be required to 
foro R than R1 • Thus for thiS case also R = r is the critical c Q c c 
radius and determines the superhea~~ in this case irrespective of 
vapour entrapment. 
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If the cavity is so small as to let R' be reached only after 
the vapour phase has grown out of the cavity, 0 the system approaches 
the plane surface case, previousl,y dismissed. · 

It is perhaps here appropriate to point out that whereas the 
homogeneous critical radius, R , is unique for a particular liquid at 
a particular teo perature and p~essure, R 1 is ·not, being in addition 
dependent upon the surface configuration°from which the vapour phase 
grows and upon the contact angle. 

We have till now limited consideration to the case of ~ = 90° 
and have postulated that for this case the cavity mouth radius, r , 
controls the superheat. It nay be shown (5) that this model actuglly 
covers a large range of conditions, in that as long as the limitation 

0 a< (3< 90 • • • ••• (5.10) 

applies, the r:liniuun on the R vs. V curve (Fig~ 5.4) is constant, and 
the critical radius equals the cavity mouth radius. Thus for surface
liquid. combinations for which equation (5.10) applies, the superheat 
necessary for the initiation of boiling from a cavity will be 
determined. by the oouth radius of the cavity. If (3 < a no mininum 
will exist in Fig. 5.4; but is j3 > 90°the required superheat will be 
reduced. 

It is .£reposed. in the present s-tr.gay, as in that of Griffith 
and Wallis (5), to characterize all nucleation during boiling by the 
foroation of a vapo.ur cap of radius R over a conical cavit of mouth 
radius r under the conditions iven t e uation 5.10 i.e. with o-
R = r • It is further proposecl that r is controlling in the static c c c 
sense of the Gibbs equation. 

The question now arises as to which extent ·equation (5.10) 
is representative of actual boiling conditions. As far as e is 
concerned we may safely assume that all surfaces will have cavities 
of various shapes present on then. These will not generally be 
represented by the nacroroughness which is predor:linantly in the foro 
of grooves arising fran the cutting action used in the production of 
oost surface finishes; rather, such cavities will be represented 
by second-order roughness, foroed statistically by the fracture of 
the solid during cutting. In the case of surfaces for~ed by sand
casting, anodizing or etching etc~, cavities vdll presumably be 
present as primary roughness. Thus cme would expect nucleation 
to occur at lower driving forces on being essentially of the cavity 
type. This is strikingly conf'iroed by the experiuents of Keroeen, 
McGraw and Parkin (88) on cavitation froo an anodized. a.luniniuo 
surface, and by the boiling runs of Jakob and Fritz (89) who employed 
a heating surface. fitted. with square cavities of length, depth and 
spacing of about 0.25 om, which required a temperature difference of 
only about 1°C for the initiation of ebullition of water. 



With regard to contact angle,~, it appears (5) - at least 
for ·the case. of' water - that inasmuch as contact angles a.iff'e:r. from 
ZeJZo 1 they are due to contaninatian. Any surface held in air for any 
length of' time will have p > 0; no solvent w:Lll reBove, the last traces 
of' contaninant(l Water on "clean' .. and oily stainless steel exhibits 
contact angles between 30° and 90° at temperatures above 4QOC (5). 
Recent measurements in the M,.I.,T .. Heat Transfer Laboratory (90), and 
those of Courty and Fous·~ (5) indicate that contact angles for 
boiling organics fran various surfaces generally lie between 40° and 
60~ 

Thus it appears that the limitations imposed by equation 
(3al0) may reasonably be obeyed., 

Vfuile it is generally considered established that boiling 
nucleation occurs from cavities with a pre-existing gaseous phase, 
the view supporting the "cap ... over-mouth" mechanism as controlling 
in the static sense of' the Gibbs equation, has been questionedo 
Bankof'f' in particular (91, 92) has advoca:t ed. a mechanisn based on 
considerations of' the stability of' cavities as nucleation sites. 
His mechanism involves a complex analysis of' the relative rates of' 
heating in a cavity and vapour collapse into a cavity. Which of' the 
proposed mechanisms is actual~ controlling can be determined by the 
quality of' the correlation obtained when experimental results are 
handled in the Iilanner dictatedt. by the particular mechanism. A 
comparison (90) of' the quality of' an equation of' Bankof'f''s based 
on his mechanism with that of' the equation of' Griffith and Wa+lis 
based on "cap~over-mouth" mechanism as controlling in the sense 
of' the Gibbs equation, establishes the superiority of' the latter 
approach, which is also adopted in the present study~ 

Some experimental evidence, supporting the views advanced 
in this subsection will now be mentioned. 

3 .. llO EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE. 

While wellnigh every phenomenon observed in nucleate boiling 
has been subjected to interpretations based on the model and 
mechanism proposed in section 3oll, only particularly striking 
evidence, or such studies which were directed. at a;. particular aspect 
of' the proposals wil1. here be mentioned. 

3 ... llOO CAVITY SITES. 

In the important work of' Clark, Strenge and Westwater (4) 
pho~grap~ during and after nucleate boiling was used to identify 
active: bubble-producing sites. Ether and pentane were tested on 
vertical surfaces of' pure zinc and on an aluminium alloy at atmos
pheric pressure, Numerous still photographs at magnifications 
ranging from 160 to 864 and a few alectron micrographs at a 
magnification of' 25;000 were taken. Thes~, in addition to motion 
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pictures having a. magnification o,f 13 on tl1e negative r-howed that 
cavities with dia.meters be·~ween 5 x lo-5 and 3 x 10-4 fto were active 
nucleation sites. The observations are adequate proof that nuclea:tion 
doea proceed mainly fron:. surface pits: or cavities. A few scratches and:. 
crevices, as predicted 'by Banklof'f, as well as a mobile speck of un ... 
identified material were also active sites.. In no case did bubbles 
form at grain boundaries. No difference in activity could. be observed 
for the various crystal f·~JOB of zinc having different at,1mic densities. 

Trefethen (95) examined nucleation from an extreme case of 
a smooth surface - from a liquid.•liqu.id interface "vvhich has no roughness 
in the usual sens.e. A drop of a third liq.uid, immiscible vrl th the other 
two, more volatile that the other two, and of imtermediate density, 
was introduced onto the interface. The whole system was heated, or the 
pressure was reduced. Superheats:, considerably higher than those 
observed in nucleate boiling could be sustained. The process was 
usually limited not by the nucleation of the superheated drop, but by 
the saturation temperature of the more vola.tile of the enclosing 
liquids:. This may be considered as further evidence of the necessity 
of su:ct'ooe irregularities: for boiling nucleation.; 

The stud:y is in apparen~ contradiction to that of Gordon, 
Singh and Weissman (94) who obtained nucleate boiling in the ord.i.nary 
sense and at typica.Ji.. temperature differences. for water, ethanol, and 
methanol heated. on a liquid mercury surface. However, it appears that 
nucleation proceeded. not from the mercury surface, but from extraneous 
solid sites: tlDespite great care a clean liquid-liquid interface could 
never be: achieved. during a run. Under a strong light a. superficially 
clean surface would show many very small particles like white dust 
most probably glass from the tube" (i.e .• from the boiling vessel.) 
"Presumably these served. as nucleation sites". * A micro-photo
graphic study of this system, along the lines of Clark, Strenge and 
Westwater (4) would be of interest. 

5oll01 VAPOUR ENTRAPMENT 

As evidence of the occurrence of vapour entrapment the 
study of Dutkiewicz (6) is here reported. Two liquids exhibiting 
marked. different boiling c·urves - ethanol and water - were studied 
on one surface~ Vfuen the heating surface, after prolonged boiling of 
ethanol and the determination of its boiling curve; was transferred 
into water and retested, the boiling curve initially approximated or 
coincided with the ethanol boiling curve. A similar effect was noted. 
when the ethanol boiling curve was determined after surface pre
treatment with water. In all cases the pre-treatment effects de
creas,ed with time and vanished after about six hours of boiling" This 
implies; that the bulk of active cavities contained ethanol vapour at 
the completion of the first test. While the procedure between tests 
is not accurately reported and it is unknown whether the heating 
element wa~ actually wet with ethane~ or not at the time of immersion 
in water, such considerations are immaterial. Obviously the element 

~ quotea from the original 
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was not heated to high temperatures between runs~ Assuming that the 
surface. WB!S wet with ethano:L, it is fairly apparent that at the 
moment. of immersion in water the ethanol present on the 11 flat 11 

surfac-e. was dissolved and affected the bulk liquid properties 
insubstantiallyo · Such ethanol as was present in cavities, either 
wholly or partially condense•':., would, in the absence of boiling, 
req~ire considerable time, probably days, to diffuse into the watero 
Thus as the commencement of ebbu.lition active. o~vities predominantly 
contained ethanoL .After bubble formation vapour transport gradually 
diluted the ethano.~ vapour with water vapnur until finally all ethanol 
was swept outct 

When a fresh heating surface; is first immersed in liquidljl the 
caNities: can be. expected. to contain airo Nucleation will initially 
prooeei from these. air embryos. After prnlonged boiling the air wil1 
have been replaced by vapour. If now the liquid is allowed to cooJ.1. 

condensation of the vapour should cause all surface depressions~ 
except those which contain very sharp apeces, to be filled with liquid. 
The same si tuatioo could be realized. by prolonged immersion of the · 
fresh heating surface in a cold liquid. exhibiting solubility for air. 
If a boiling test is now commenced with the flux increasing, the 
surface should remain in natural convection till wel~ past the knee 
of the b:Jiling curve obtained. in ·stable tests. This temperature 
overshoot before the surface breaks into nucleate boiling has been 
observed previous]¥ (5, 7) and in the present study,. In Fig. 5.6 two 
preliminary runs exhibiting this effect during the boiling of bromoo
be~ene from a platinum wire are reported. (The complete cessation · 
of nucleation may- be observed in the test conducted. at, ll5 mm Hg;. 
this phenomenon is due to other causes and will be fully discussed 
later). More extreme oases of the overshoot were observed during 
the boiling of ethanol and benz.ene: · at l.ow pressures, when the peak 
flux is low, the nucleate regime could onl.y be obtained by decreasing 
the flux: after the surface had first broken into film boiling. The 
temperature overshoot before boiling commences may, as indicated 
above, be·attributed to the fact that many ~tent~ vapour traps 
are initially liquid-filled. · Once boiling begins these cavities or 
crevices fill with vapotl:C'1 most probably by evaporation of their 
liquid content·into a bubb~e spreading from an adjacent site.· 

5.1102 THE CONTROLLING MECHANISM. 

Griffith and Wallia, (5) are the chief proponents of the 
nucleation mecha.nism_inwhich a vapour oap of radius r, formed over 
a cavity of mouth radius r , dictates the nucleation ° superheat-in 
the equilibrium sense of tfte Gibbs eq_uati-on. Before reporting their 
experimental work ·in support of this mechanism, their controlling 
equation vcill be given. · 

For static mechanical equilibrium of the vapour cap of 
radius ~ the Gibbs equation holda c 
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The approximation 

is tacitly appliedo Hence 
!J.P = 

2<J" 
r c 

.... (5.,11) 

... 0. & ••. (5ol2) 

The liquid superheat can be relatecl to !J.P through the ClausiuS:~ 
Clapeyron equation~ which in difference form is 

T ) s 
= T(v· ... v ) V L 

••• 

where v is the specific volume. If !J.P is elimin~ted between 
equations (5.12) and (5:.,1.5) and if T in equation (5.15) is taken 
o:s T , then the relation between. cavity mouth radius and superheat 
is offtained: 

r = c .... ••• (5.14) 

J is the mechanical equi7alent of'heat and ought to be included if 
the MLeTFH engineering system of Ul'Ji ts is employed.. 

:J~q,uation (5.1.4) gives the minimum temperature difference· 
necessary for the initiation of ebbilition from a cavity of a. given 
mouth radius.; or gives. the mouth radius of the smallest cavity which 
will be active: at a~ given superheat. 

This equation was tested by measuring the flux and the wall 
superheat during the boiling of water from a polished copper surface 
fi tte<i with about 50 identical steep-walled cavities per sq.~ inch., 
The mouth radius was 2.,7 x 10-5 in,. Cavities were pro:duoed by a. 
special punch made of a. sharp~ned. gramophone needle placed in a holder 
having a. stop. that perm:i.tted. penetration only to the desired depth. -
With this surfac.e one wotlld. expect the boiling curve to be vertical. 
Further, a superheat of 50F q.,s obtained from equation (5.14) is; 
expected to produce nucleation. - The boiling curve for a. similarly 
polished. surface free from P'J.nched cavities was also determined.., 
The curve for the surfac:e with punched.. cavities shaw-ed l.ow·er un~ 
he~ta than the curve for the smooth surface. The slope was large, 
7 or so,, but the line was definitely not vertical. Further, the wall 
superheat for the surface with artificial cavities was of the order 
of 200F as opposed to the predicted 5PF. The superheat for the smooth. 
surface was about 2.5°F. - Two possible explanations for these results 
were: suggewted: either the mean surface temperature is not the one 
sensed. by the nucl.eua. , or some other mechanism controls nucleation, 



ana_ the superheat is r1e-G~rmined by prope:-.::·t:les other than thof\e 
appearing in equation (3..,J~4) ~ 

These, possibil:i.tie;3 we:re investiga·teol by two fu!'ther sets of' 
experiments. In the i'i.!'st1 nucleation was studied. from a. single 
cavity of known dimensions and at a uniform known temperature • .An 
apparmtus was employed which consisted of a glass vessel immersed 
in an oil bath and connected to a pressure contro1 system~ In this 
vessel a liquid could be maintained at any moderate temperature and 
at. any pressure eg__ual to or less than atmospheric., · A surface 
containing one punched cavity, of knoun geometry was imme'rsed. in this 
liquid.. Liquid temperature and pressure were adjusted until boiling 
from the cavity near~ ceased, and were recorded. The corresponding 
superheat was: caJ.c.rdate.d from equation (5.14)., With experiments 
performed in this way essentially equilibrium conditions existed 
in the test vesse~.. The solid surface: which now did not act as a 
heating element was at the known and uniform. bulk li~uia. temperature. 
Since the system pressure was varied, variations, in all terms of 
equation (5.,14) were obtained, though not independently. Such runs 
at varying pressure were performBd for three cavities of different 
geometries., In each case recorded superheats were in close agreement 
with those predicted by equation (5.14).. These tests ind.ica.te that 
the theory of bubble nucleation embodied in equat~on (5.,14) is; 
essentially correct and that the specification of a. single dimension 
of 1.engthl is st.fficient to characterize a nucleation site., 

In the opinion of Griffith and.Wallis (5) these tests further 
indicate that the discrepancy between observed and pred.ictcct superheats 
in the previous ~~eriments is due to the fact that during the 
dynamic process of eb·.iJlli tion the surface i.n the vicinity of a. cavity 
is considerably coo~er at the :i.nstant of nucleation than the average 
wall. temperature.. Now the local rapid. surf'acG. tempera:.ture drops 
during nucleat.e. boiling, observed. by Moore and Mesler (51) - see 
section 2.002 -, were interpreteO.. to occm~ during the vapouir..ct:·;ioo 
of the postulated minrolayer after the vapour phase has grown out 
of and beyond a cavityo The analysis leading to this view appears 
to be soQnCL and it seems that nucleation occurs when the local 
surface tempe~ature differs ins~bstantial~ from the average surface 
temperature., How-:;verll it must be pointed out that the annular area. 
sensed by the thermo.couple of Moore and Mesler was about 50 times 
as large as the mouth area of -the cavities of ·\dffi th and Wallis a 

This ]Leaves the discrepancy between observed and predicted super
heats in the first experiments o:f Griffith and Wallis without a 
satisfactory explanation., However~ the set of experiments at 
uniform temperature indicates that the nucleation mechanisrm embodied 
in Equation (5ol.4) is -:;ssentially correct. 

It remainec1 to apply these findings to a real boiling surface 
containing a.range of cavi~ sizes. Equation (5314), when applied 
to a point on a boiling curve, should predict the mouth radius of 
the smallest cavity active under the conditions of this point., Thus 



for a given su't'face mater:Lal and. nethod. of' su.rfa.ce treatment there 
shouJJi be a single value of the number of active cavities, if r as 
obtained from equation (3~14) is the same~ that is~ if the presgnt 
mechanism is applicable to l'eail. boiling surfaces, then a plot of the 
active site concentration (N/A) against r should be invariant for 
d.ifferent fluid.s boiling at different pregsures from essentially 
id.entical surfaces. To test this the apparatus used in the first 
set of experiments was employed. again, but in ad.dition the active 
site concentration was determineaL photographicallyo Subcooled. 
boiling runs with water, methanol and. ejJJJ.anol boiling from 
identically treated copper surfaces were perforoed.o The three 
liquid.s yield.ed quite different (N/A) vso (T - T ) curves. ' . w s 
When (N/A) was plotted against r as obtained. from equation (5..,.14) 
all. points fell on the same line0 approxiraa.tely. The data of 
Kurihara and Myers (57) for acetone, hexane 1 carbon tetroohJ.orid.e 
and carbon disulJ;>hide boiling from similarly treated surfaces 
also yielded one line when hand.l.ed. in this na.nner. Since the fluid 
properties not appearing in equation (3.14) are different for these 
liquids it was clained. that they have no influence: on nucleation, 
It was argued that if a mechanisDl other than the one embodied in 
equation (5.14) were controlling a. correlation of the different 
liquids would not be possible. 

These find.ings indicate that the "cap-over-mouth" situation 
is controlling. The superheat necessary for nucleation in a liquid 
at un:iJ'orra temperature may be predicted. accurately from a relation 
based. upon the Gibbs equation. For the case of a real boiling 
surface the relation ceases to be quantitative. The nucleation 
rnechanisra appears to be the same in both cases. 

5.2 AN EQUATION CHARACTERIZING NUCLEATION . 

An equation relating wall superheat and cavity mouth rad.iua 
is here presented.. It is based upon the nucleatio:n mechanism 
proposed. in Section 5oll. Although very similar to the relation of 
Griffith and. Wallis (5), this equation is both more refined. and 
simpler. 

Too cond.ition Oif' eq:ui.JJ.ibriur:l between a bubble and the 
surround.ing liquid at the sane temperature is stated by Gibbs (95) 

1 1 cr(- + -) 
1\ Rz ••• ., . 

where R:t_. anc1. R
2 

are the princi.pal radii. of curvature of the interface. 

This equation is applied to the hemispherical vapour cap 



of'radius R formeQ over the mouth of a cavity of radius r ~ Thus 
t c c 

IS_ :::-: R2 = R
0 

= r
0 

"., u.. (3,..::L6). ~-

':, . ·f 
Equation (3.15) thus reduces to the well-known G-ibbs eql.J.?-t~on given 
:preyious~y; 

I .... (3,ii) .; , . ( 
·. '; . 

Naw (PB - P1) differs from ~P, the superheat~vapour-pressure 

difference~ 

(96, 97) 
Their-interrelatitm.is given by the Thol:lson correction 

(J?B .... PL) = ~P PL:- Pv H• (3.4) 
. . ft 

where the densities are those of liquid and vapour of infinite 
ext.ent at the prevailing terJ.pera.ture. 

The superheat-vapour-pressure difference, ~P, is related 
to the superheat, (Tw- T

8
), by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 

which in difference foro is 

~p ••• (3ol3) 
(T - T ) w: s 

where T is the absolute tenperature .. 

Combining equations (3.ll), (3.,4) anQ (3.13) yields 

Z<J T P L Cvv - vL) • .. • (3.17) 
'' rc=_xvCPL'""Pv)(Tw·Ts) 

It is felt that T ought not, as in the equation of 
Griffi.th and Wallis, to be evaluated as the wall temperature. 
Preliminary caJ.culations on the experimental results of Clark, 
Strenge and Westwater (4) indicate that the superheat-layE?r thick
ness, o , as obtained very roughly from the relation 

ho = k 1 ••• .. • 0 (3,18) 

is of the same order of I:lagnitude as the mouth radius of the 
cavities which were observed to be active" Thus it seems more 
appropriate: to evaluate T as (Tw + Ts)/2. Hence and by 
sioplification 

r = c 
· <J(T + T )vv w s 
"-v(T - T )J 

';Vi s 
••• • •• (3.19) 
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-6 . 
of acting as nucleation sitess ~ = 2~52 x 10 ft. corresponds to c 
the largest cavity on tho surface; this cavity will continue to act 
aa an active site at fluxes above 4200 Btu/hr.ft2., Thus the siz.e 
range of active cavities (see arrows Figure 5$7) increases with 
increasing flux, and the number of bubble-producing sites increases 
as the integral of the cavity size distribution evaluated between the 
linita of the range, 

5.4 EFFECT OF PF~SSURE ON THE NUflffiER OF ACTIVE SITES. 

The variation of r
0 
~th P1, the bulk liquid pressure, is 

now investigated at constant flux. Equation (5.19) is applied to. 
sets of' boiling curves; of three connan liquids boiling under varying 
presaure.

2 
r is evaluated at an arbitrari~ chosen flux of 60,000 

Btu/hr.ft • 
0 

Physico.l properties {98, 99, 100, 101) are evaluated 
aa. saturation values a·t (T + T )/2. The data which are analysed . w. s 
are those of Ciehelli and Boo:i11a (24), Bonill.a and Perry (25) and 
MesJ.er and Banchero (102) on ethanol.; those of Cichelli and. Bonilla, 
and. Mesler and Ban:chero on benzene; and those of Addoms (29), 
Braunlich (28) 1 .Akin and. MoAdlmS (1.05) (runs W IV - VI), and Mioheef 
(extrapailated froLl 104)) on water. 

On ti1e ass~ptian that during each set of investigations 
the boiling-surface re~ained the sa~e (e.g. the wires used by Addons 
had sinilar surface characteristics or the tube of Mesler and Danchero 
was polished in a sinilar manner after each run, one would expect a 
s~ooth 01.1I'Ve to resul.t for the plot of rc vs P1 for each. substance 
and surfac.e.. Such plots: are given in Figures 5oS, 5.9 and 5.lo. 
Sets of data fall on separate lines, except for the ethanol data 
in Figure 5o8 where the best lines through the points of Mesler and 
Banchara· and thas e af Bonilla and Perry coincide within the range 
of the scatter. The two surfaces must have had very si~r size 
distributions of cavities. 

The important point to note is that in all cases r 
increases as P1 decreases; i.e,. a.s the press.ure is lowered at c constant 
flux, the smallest cavity capab~e of supporting nucelation becomes 
larger. 

If the present theory of nucleation holds, then the largest 
surface cavity (of nouth radius r ) will be active during nucleation max 
at all press,urese Thus in Figure 5.10 rma.x = canst. for a particular 

surface nay be drawn as a, vertical line. The size range of' cavities, 
licl ted. by r. and r , is seen to decrease as the pressure aecreases 
at constant rlux. max 
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5~5 THE CESSATION OF NUCLEATION AT LOW PRESSURE. 

~~1en the size range of cavities available for nucleation becomes 
zerOl;, nucleation cease:s:" Thus;, referring to Fig. 5o9 1 nucleation v?ill 
cease at the pressure corresponding to the point of intersection of the 
r curve. and the r line-. at the flux for which the r curve is drawno c o.ax ·· o 
If similar rc -r.s. P1 curves are obtained at different fluxes, the 

resulting family of curves will be of the foro of Fig~ 5clO~ 

log r 
0 

r max 

2 

5 

4 

Figo 5.ll r
0 

vs P1 curves \nth Flux as Parameter 

Points; 1, 2, 51 4 mark the theoretical cessation of nucleation. It is 
thus possible to plot (q/A) vs P1 at c~ssation of nucleation. The 
resulting plot may be related. to the (q/A) vs (Tw- T

6
) boiling curves 

as follows: A particul~ flux is chosenj the (Tw - T
8

) value, 

satisfying equation (5.19) with r = r and with T corresponding to c o.ax s 
the; PL value read off, is determined by trial and error. If a number 
of such points are determined, then the theoretical cessation of 
nucleation curve ~ be plotted on the same diagraa as the boiling 
curves.. Belov7 this curve nucleation by the p:-esent raechanisLl ceases• 
At low pressures, this curve is expected toi lie above the naturaL 
convection curvesj if it does not, then the analysis is trivial. and 
no cessation of nucleation, other than the normal::cy occurring one 
when the boiling curve so.oothly meets the natural convection curve, 
is predicted.. When the cessation of nucleation curve does lie above 
the natural convection curves, it should theoretically be possible, 
during the determination of a boiling curve at some low pressure~ to 
obtain nucleation at high flux and no nucleation at some lower flux, 

/ 



this lowe:r. flux being grea.te!' than the na:tur<:vl. convection flux corres.;. 
ponding to the existing (Tw - Ts) and P1 ; i~eo nucleation should cease 

"in the middle of a boiling curve". The effect nay also be noted in 
Fig. 5 .. 11: During operation at a particular pressure, a large size range 
of cavities (top arrow) is available at a flux of (q/A) 4; the range is 
lower at (q/A)

5
, and zero at (q/A)

2
., 

5 ,.50 THE NEED FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

No suitable published. data exist which allow this analysia 
to be carried out. Vfuile several sets of boiling curves for a particular 
liquid boiling fron the sane surface under subatmospheric pressures have 
been published. (25, 28, 105.), the curves were not continued dovm into. 
the natural convection regine. r can only be deternined. by applic-
ation of equation (5.19) to the max points; where the last bubble 
disappeara, flux decreasing. 

In the follo~T.ing section a nunber of low-pressure boiling 
runs are reported, which were deternined. with particular attention to 
the point of disappearance of the last bubble, and with a view to 
obtaining evidence of the cessation of nucleation in the Diddle of a 
boiling curve. 

SECTIOH '- EXPERIMENTAL WORKo 

4.0 BOILING- RUNS 

~10 high~y pure: (A.R•grade) organic liquids of different type, 
ethanOl and benzene, were studied. Each liquid ~s tested at five pressures 
ranging from 1.0 to approximate~ 0.1 atn., the liquid bulk being main
tained at the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure, and 
under essentially stagnant pool conditions. .An electrically heated. 
platinum wire servecl as heating surface. Details of the apparatus are: 
given in Appendix I. The same wire was used. in all ten tests. The 
relation between flux, (qjA), and wall superhellit, (T - T ), was w s 
established., great care being taken to avoid the well-known "hysteresis 
effec.ta;" (51 10). Prior to neasureoents, both the heating surface and 
the test liquid were thoroughly degassed. Wire pretreatment and test 
procedure were standardized so as to yield reproducible results; 
details are given in Appendix Il. Whenever possible the nunber of active 
bubble-producing sites were counted visuallye 
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The method of computation of the flux and the temperature 
difference from. electrical measurements is given in Appendix I.II.,. An 
estimate of the experimental error is reported in Appendix IV 

4.00 RESULTS 

Results are tabulated in Appendix V and are plotted below. 
In Fig. 4.1 flux is plotted. against wall. superheat for runs 

with e:~ol at various pressures. Runs E.l to E.5 were performed 
at successively lower system pressure. 

During run E.l at 1.0 atm, run E.2 at 0.677 atm and at 
higher fluxes during run E~5 at 0.596 atm the wel~known boiling 
curves are traced. 

At lower fluxes run E.5 exhibits: a highly unusual change in 
direction. It was immediately suspected that this behaviour is 
associated with the cessation of the postulated nucleation mechanism,. 
Inspection of Fig. 4.2, in which the number of active sites on the 
test section, N, is plotted against flux, shows that no dramatic 
change in the active site concentration occurred at this point. 
However, nucleation seemed to become unstable: bubbles no longer 
eminated from the same source in column formation, but appeared to be 
formed at points shifting on the surface. This effect was particularly 
noticeable in run E.4 at 0.294 atm where the bubble·producing sites 
jumped. around on the surface in a ~~pid. and apparently random manner. 
A curve of the shape of run E.5 has been obtained. by van Straten 
(105) for the boiling of a solution of whey in water at o.15a atm 
pressure. Boiling as in run E.4 has no,t hitherto) been reported. 

The phenomena of runs E.5 and E.4 cannot be attributed to 
"hysteresis effects" (5,10) or to the temperature overshoot discussed 
in Section 5.1101, since (a) runs were performed. with decreasing flux, 
(b) the procedure in obtaining runs E.5 and E.4 was. identioaJL to that 
adopted for the stable runs E.l and E.2, and (c) the behaviour did not 
die away with time; in fact, on one occasion during operation in the 
unstable region the flux was maintained at the same setting for over 
an hour, but the bubble pattern remained irregular; previously, at 
higher flux, no irregularity was observed. 

Run E.5 at Ool56 atm illustrates the complete cessation of 
nucleation, reported earlier. At a flux slightly higher than that 
of the last point recorded the surface burst into film boiling. The 
nucleate regime was entirely absent. 

Run E.6 at 1.0 atm is a check on reproducibility. The points 
are observed. to lie nearly perfectly on the previously determined 
E.,l. curve. 

The natural convection curve appears to be insensitive to· 
changes in bulk temperature and system. pressure within the range of 
operation. 
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Similar tests. were performed. for benzene. Boiling curves are 
plotted. l';.n Figso 4o5. ancl 4o.4.. Only during run Bel at 13,tmospheric · 
pressure, and. possible in the high flux region of run B.,2 at OS45 
atm· was, stable operation obtainedo At intermediate pressures. 
(run Be5 at 0.480 atm and run Bo4 at 0 .. 512, atm) and. in the low flux· 
region of run B.2, boiling curves exhibit wavY patterns hitherto 
unreported.. The curve: of run Eo5 at Oo205 -atm is of the same· shape 
oo run E.4 for ethanol.. To· avoid confusion of the diagram the 
entire boiling curve. for run B.5 is not plotted on Fig. 4 .. 5. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the whole curve together with the stable atmospheric 
curve. 

Due to the rapid shifting of active sites the N vs. (q/A) 
curves shown in Fig. 4.5 are, with the exception of the data at 1.0 
atm, highly unreliable. 

The earlier remarks as to the inexplicability of these 
phenomena in terms of nysteresis effect5 and temperature overshoots 
are equally applicable to the benzene data, 

An analysis of these results along the lines suggested in 
Section 5o5 is presented. in Section 5. 

4~1 PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HEATING SURFACE. 

It was oonsid~ed of interest to examine the surface of the 
wire employed.. in the testa under high magnification. 

After careful. cleaning and drying the test wire was photo
graphed through a microscope employing oblique phase-contrast lighting. 
Details of the a;.ppara..tus and the technique are listed. in Appendix VI. 

Figures 4Q6 and 4.7 show two portions of the test surface 
under a. magnification of approximately 400 Xo Due to the curvature 
of the surface only the centra~ portion of the wire is in focus. 

It may be observed that the primary roughness is in the form 
of longtitundinaL grooves; these arise from the drawing process 
emplOyed ~n the production of the wire. 

The second-order roughness is predominantly in the shape of 
pits, Q~vities'and depressions ranging in diameter from roughly lo-5 

to l.o-'t ft. These: irregularities are considered to have arisen frOiil 
the fracture of the jnetal during drawing. 
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Fig. 4o 6 SURF A~ OF HEATD'iG WIRE , 1. 1~Th,IED APPRO X. 400 X 

F i g. 4 . 7 SURF ACE OF H&ATDiG fiRE , MAGHTI'IED '2ROX. 400 X 



SECTION /i ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
--~ -

The exper~mental results are now analysed in the manner 
outlinecl in Section 5o5 • 

5 oO THE MAXIMUM CAVITY SIZE 

It is recalled that application of equation (5 .. 19) to the 
point on a. boiling curve wh~e the last bubble just disappears, 
sb.ould give: rmax i.e. the mouth radius of the largest cavity present 
on the sur:face. For a particular surface r , thus determined., max 
shoulid. be inderndent of pressure and type of liquid., To. check this 
equation (5.,19 is appliea to the points of disappearance of the last 
bubble· (points marked. by vertical. arrows in Figs o 4.1 and 4.5,) in the 
three stable runs Eal, E.,Z ancl B.l. Results are listed in Table 5.1 

Table 5,.1. Calculated r for max surface employed in Present Study 

~ Liquid p r 
.-~ ...BE:! 
atm.,· ft. 

Eol ethanol. 1.0 2.,66 X 10-6 

Eo2. et!1anoU!.. 0,.677 2.J.2 X 10-6 

B.l. benzene 1.0 2.,55 X lO -6 

For the stable runs the ca.Jl.culated rmax is seen to be reooonably 

constant, as predactedo Unstable runs, with the exception of run E.S 
of ~ = 2.46 x lo-6 ft., give winely varying and !ifferent values max · 
of r~ • This sugge$tS that the nucleation mechanisn embodie~ in 

equation (5.19) is correct and. applicable during normal boiling& At 
lower pressures during the unstable boiling runs the mechanism appears 
to be inoperative. This will be further investigatea in Section 5~l. 

The few: determinations of r in Table 5.l are due to the 
max 

limited. subatmospheric pressure range in which stable boiling was 
obtainable. To offer further evidence o£ the constancy of » , 
as calc.ulated. from eq_ua.tion (5.19), the analysis is applied. max 
to the data. of van Stralen (21) on the low-pressure boiling. o£. water. 
Unfortunate~ these runs were not all conducted from one and the s~e 
wire; however. the wires were of the same type. Results are listed 
in Table 5 o2o 
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Table 5.2 Calculatl3d rmax for clata of van StraJ.en (21) 

Ru-t! Liq\dd Wire No. 'D r 
:~ ~ 
a.tm. ft. 

1 wat.er 1 loO (1.,17 X 10-5) 

2 II 5 1.0 6.84 X 10 -6 

5 " 2 0.555 5.76 X 10 -6 

4 II a 0.265 6.41 X 10-6 

It is: again s.een that, with the exception of Run 1, J? is reasonab~y 
constant& Runs l and a were intendea as checks on maxrepreduoibilit,y; 
since the points for the two tests do not coincide it is concluded that 
surface; condi tiona were dissimilar; this would account for the different 
value of r in Run 1 •. max 

No other data ar various pressures are available to check the 
constancy of r ; mos.t inves·~:~gators did nat continue boiling curves 
down into the max natural convection ragion; in the study of Farber 
ana Scorah (109) where the entire curves are presented, the number of 
active sites are not reported and it is:dmpossible to say which points 
on their curves correspond to the commencement (or dying away) of 
ebullition. 

For the surface used. in the present stud;y r
1
o.ax is taken as the 

mean of the values in Table 5ol1 i.e. as 2.44 x 10-6 ft. 

5.1 THE LOW-PRESSURE CESSATION OF NUCLEATION (ANAFYSIS) 

W:i..th. a;. value of r of 2 .. 44 x 10""
6 ft. the analysis outlined 

in Section 5.5 is now max carried out. 

, As indicated in Fig. 5oll1 Figs. 5.1 and 5,.2 give r·c vs. P1 
curves at different fluxes: for the boiling of ethanOl and benzene. 
Only the stable regions o:f operation (Runs E.l, E.2 and B.l, and the 
high-flux portions of Runs E.5 and Bo2) are analysed. • r = 
2.44 x 10-6 ft. is dra.wn in. It is recalled. that the paints~ 
intersection of the r curves with the r line mark the points c max 
where, according to the proposed mechanism, the size range of 
cavities available for nucleation becomes zero, i.e. where nucleation 
should theoretically cease. In Fig. 5.5 (q/A) vs. P1 is plotted 
for these points of intersec.tio,n, i.e. Fig. 5.S gives the theoreticaL. 
cessation-of-nucleation lines for ethanol and benzene boiling on the 
surface employed in the present study; that is, it gives the flux 
at which nucleation just ceases from the largest cavity (r = 
2.44 x 1.0-6 ft.) on the surface, as a function of syste~ cpressure. 
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During opera<tion at a particular pressure, a: flux somewhat higher 
than the one rend. from Fig,. 5Q5 will have. a finite range of 
available cavity sizes associatecL with it, and boiling will proceedo 

It is of interest to transform the information of Fig. 5.5 
into a. (q/A) vs, (T - T ) plot; the resulting curves could then . w s 
be superimposecL onto the figures ~iving the boiling runs. To· this 
end the followi~ procedure is adopted; For a particular (q/A) 
the P1 corresponding to the cessation of nucleation (from a cavity 
of r = 2.44 x lo-6 ft.) is read off from Fig. 5.5. The saturation 
tempgrature, T.s' corresponding to the value of P1 read off· is 

determined from vapour-pressure data (100). By trial and error 
calculations a;., T. is determined such that (T - T ) , (T + T ) and. w w s w s 
the physical properties. evaluated. at. (Tw + Ts)/2 yield, upon . 

substitution int~ equation (5.19) a. value of r = 2e44 x 10-6 ft,. c 
Similar calculations at diffetent fluxes are performed for both 
the ethanol. and. the benzene data in Fig. 5.5.,. The resulting (q/A) 
vs. (T - T ) points are shown in Fig. 5.&. These loci of the w s 
cessation of nucleation are replotted in Figs. 4.1, 4.5 andl 4.4 as 
dotted lineae Below these lines nucleation by the proposed 
mechanism cannot occur. 

* Bec~se of the limite& pressure range in which stable operation 
was possibla, the figures are rather approximate; this is especial~ 
the case for benz,ene,. 
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5.10 DISCUSSION 

F~om Figs 4.1, 4Q5 and 4¢4 it is seen that although nucleation 
does proc.eed. in the region in whi.ch the preeent theory predicts it to 
be absent, it proceeds by a differ·ent mechanisme Run E.5 in Fig., 4.1 
shows particularly clearly and remarkab~y quantitatively the change in 
the Bh~e of the boiling curve when the region of theoretical absence 
of nucleation is enterei& In all runs where the (dotted) theoretical 
cessation-of-nucleation curve is crossed., nucleation becomes unstable 
and. the boiling curves assume unusual patt.erns. Thus the analysis 
presented here does not predict the complete cessation of nucelation, 
but the cessation of o eration of the mechanism embodied in e uation 

5.19 i.e. the mechanism by which the wall superheat necessacy for 
nucelation is dictated by the equilibrium (expressed by the Gibbs 
equation) of a vapour cap formed over a cavity mouth, with the vapour 
radius of curvature equal to the cavity mouth radius. 

From Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 (see also section 4.1) it a~pears that 
pits and depressions of radii ranging from 10•5 ft~ to 10- ft. are. 
present on the heating surface.. The cavity si~ea ~oted to be active 
fall within this visually observed range. 

The degree to whiCh the an~sis here presented is quantitative 
(see Run E.5 Fig. 4.1) is surprising if one considers the experiment 
of Griffith and Wallis (5) (see Sections 5.1102. and 5o2) in which the 
boiling nucleation superheats from artificial~ prepared c&Vities 
differ.ei by about an order of magnitude from those predicted by equations 
(5.,14) and (5.19). It is possible that this discrepancy is connected 
with the relation between cavity radius, r , and the thermal boundar,y 
layer. thickness, 6. Since bubble; growth c can only take place in a 
superheated liquid, another nucleation criterion for a cavity of mouth 
radius r , namely that o ;;, r , may be advanaedfl o will vary wi.th 
time at a-cparticular spot on ~he heating surface, being very thin juat 
after a. bubble departs and thenrecovering. During high-flux boiling 
with high aative: site concentrations interaction of sites must be 
expected. - Ti.en (55) has correlatec1. the measurements of Yamagata et.Sll. 
(46), also reported (110) 1 on the maximum o in the region of "isolated 
bubbl.es11

• A correlation for o at high fluxes does not exist 1 nor were 
Yamagata's measurements extended to the high~flux region. Hence o in 
the experiment of Griffith ru1d Wallis is unknown. However, it may be 
expected. that o will continue to decrease with increasing flux and 
consequent increase in interaction of bubble-producing sites. Thus it 
is possible that in Griffith and Wallis' experiment, where relatively 
large cavities, (r = 2.7 x lo-5 in.) were punched into the .surface, the 
situation arose 0 where r > o • In that case the punched cavities 
were not active at all, an&csmaller natural cavities. led to the higher 
superheats necessar,y for nucleation. Thus the analysis of the present 
study might be limited to "smooth surfaces" where the condition 
o > r is satisfied. max 



.SECTION 6 

From the study here presented the following conclusions are 
dra-wn.~-

(1) NucJLeatio,n and hence; nucleate boiling cannot be made to proceed 
infinitely at lower and lower pressures o For a particular surface
liquid. combination a. partic>ular low pressure exists below which 
nucleate boiling becomes unsta.bleo At. an even lower pressure the 
nucleate regime is altogether absent, the heat-transfer changing 
from natural convection straight to film boiling as the wall 
superheat is raised., 

(2.) During stalhle boiling nucleation proceeds from a residual vapour 
phase: entrappe&. in cavitiea in the heating surfac.e. The 
nucleation superheat for a:. particular cavity is determined by 
the equilibrium (expressed by the G-ibbs equation) of a vapour cap 
formed. over the. cavity mouth, with the vapour radius of curvature 
equal to the cavity mouth radiuse 

(3) This nucleation mechanism ceases whe:n the size range of cavities 
available for such nucleation becomes zero. This point marks the 
threshold of the unstable boiling regiono 

(4) This threshold may be predicted for a certain surf'ace.-liquid 
combination i-f a number of stable boiling curves; determined at 
different pressures for the same; surface-liquid combination are 
available, and if the points of disappearance of the last bubble:· 
(flux decreasing) are lrnown for these curves. 



APPENDIX I 

I,.l Reguirements of the A:e_-eara;l:;us: 

It was necessar-J to design an appara..cbus which allowed the 
determination of both flux and wall superheat from a metal surface 
to a liquid which is under essential]¥ stagnant pool conditions and 
at the saturation temperature corresponding to a measured an& 
controlled sys'!:;em. pressure, equal to or less than atmospheric pressures 

1~2 Mechanical Details 

Heat transfer took place from a thin horizontal electrically 
heated pJ.a tinum. wire immersed. in the test liquid. The wire was 
stretched between the fastening nuts of a, holder consisting of two 
parallel horizontal glass rods connected by copper clamping strips& 
Following McAdams et.al. (42) platinum potential taps of about a 
quarter the diameter of the heating element*were spot-welded to the 
wire, thereby allowing the central portion of the wire to act as 
test section, and eliminating end effects, The •.tpper glass rod of 
the holder had two further clamps for the potential taps~ Heavy 
current terminals and. lighter potential. terminals were attoohecl ta1 
the holder. In Fig. I.l the holder is shovm attached to current 
and potential leadS coming through the lid of the boiling vessel, 

Since experiments at reduced pressure were to be carried 
out an air-tight boiling vessel was required.. A standard hard-glass 
1 litra reantion vessel (Quickfit FlULF) with a fJ.at ground-glass 
flange:, see Fig. I.l, was employed.. The lid (Quickfit M.AF 2/2.) with 
a similar ground flange: carried. five B.l9 ground-glass socket joints. 
The holder was, suspended from the current and potential leads in a. 
hard-glass beaker fitting into the boiling vessel. Fig. I~l shows 
the sepax·a.te components.: boiling vessel, inner vessel and lid with 
attached. holder; Fig~ r~2 illustrates: the method of assembly~t 
The boiling flask. was placed in a variac-controlled heating mantle 
which maintained. the liquid at the boiling temperature.. A small 
hole in the inner jacket equalized the liquid levels" The inner 
vesseL has been shown to be necess:ary (106.) if stagnant pool conditions 
are to be maintainea in the test liquid; if it is omitted the heat 
transfer from the wire varies with the power level of the externaL 
heater. 

Current and potential leads were taken through the lid by 
braising the!Th onto. tungsten ro®**fused. through B.l9 ground-glass 
stoppers. which fitted into two o~ the sockets in the lid; details 
are shown in Figa 1.5 .. 
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* this very thin wire waa obtained by picking a few strands wt of n . .t'~ 
pJ.o..ti.n'um gn.uze. 

** obtaine& by breaking up an old thyratron. 



Fi g . I . 1 COliiPOI 1 1'S 
Oi" :OOILI?m VZSSEL 

1. outer vessel 

2. lid 

3. holder with heating 
element 

4. inner vessel 

Fig. I . 2 
BOILTIIG VESSEL 
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Fig. I . 3 DETAilS OF LID AND ATI'.ACHlENTS 

1. stoppers \'lith tungsten rods sealed 
through ; thicker wires - current 
leads , thinner wires - potential 
leads. 

2. insulated cont acts . 

3. t her m::mleter. 



Fig. I. 4 OVERALL VlEV OF .APPARATUS 

(Electrical ~asuri.ng Section not shovm) 

~. boiling vessel 

2. heating mantle 

:3. liquid reservoir 

4. mano1mter 

5. condenser 

6. liquid trap 

7. vapour trap in Dewar flask 

8. pressure controller 



A lons-stemmeQ Jena mercury-in-gJ~ss thermometer with m groun~
gJ.asa joint and a B~l9·--B ~ l4 acb pter occupied. a further socket in the lid 
and. measured. the liquid bu1k t emperature in tha inner vessel; see Fig~> I.,. 5 . 

A"'l adapt er (Qui.ckfit MA 1/2) with t wo parallel vertical. necks, 
each car:cying a socket joirf:;;, was; fitted_ to the central socket on the 
]i_i_dz one neck car r ied a mercury manometer, t ne other a reservoir f r om 
which liquid could be ac1,le<l by openi ng a stopcocl<:.. The r eservoir was 
fit ted. with a sil..i.ca- gel drying-tube ,. 

~L'he last lim socket carried a double-surface r eflux condenser, 
cooled by te.p wat er.,~ or~ in the case of low-pressure runs, by iced 
wat er pur1ped through from a. t ank by a. small centrifugal pump .. 

To avoid. condensa>.t e splashing and consequent extr aneous 
convection in the liquid poo.l , the condenser was fi tted with a drip 
lip whi Jh directed condensate into the space between the i nner andl outer 
vessel.J the bottom. end of the manom.eter carried a wire spiral dipping 
into t he liquid which allowed the small amounts of condensate to run 
i nto the pool without splashing. 

The t op of the condenser carried a vacuum and pressure release 
stopcock, see Fi g., Ic.4, connected t o a liquid tra.p by means of a drip 
bend wi th a vacuUJlll connection (Quickfit RA 3/23)~ 

Pressure t ubing lead to a vapour trc.p cooled by a 11 d:r;,r-ice 11
-

ethano1. mi xture i n a Dewar flask. 

A mercury-in- gl ass pressure cont r oller as described by 
Spadaro etc~l. (1.07) all.oweci any fixed subatmospheric pr ess.ure to be 
maintainem in the system with pessure variations o~ about ~ o.z mm Hg. 
Suction was provided by an ordinary wat er-jet pump .. 

The as s.embled appar atus is shown in Fig. I.4 .. 

The vapour trap prevented. the entry of uncon·~a.ed vapours 
into the pressure controller. The liquid trap was nec essarry- in low
pressure runs where difficulty in nucleation often l ed t o consider able 
superheating of the liquid bulk during start-up, followed by the al most 
explosive onset of boiling. 

Only after many t ests were suitable lubricants found for the 
ground-glass joints. Finally, Fishex.· "Nona.q" was employed in benzene 
runs and Edwar ds "Hard Vacuum Grease" in the ethanol tests. Both were 
entirely satisfactory. 

I.,3 Electrical System 

The test wire was made to act both as a heating element and 
as r esistance thermometer measuring T • 

w 
:r~'The'; I~15J Q.epic.ts the electrical circuit. DoC. power was 

supplieci from baru<:s of 2V batteries, a total of lOV being available~ 
The heating current was. controlled by t wo· variable r esistors, and wa.s 
deter mineci by measuring the potential drop across a precision resistor 
in series with the heating wire:o The potential drop over the test. 
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section of the he~:d;:ing element was also measured. after suitable 
reduction to witr.dn the :.."ange of the potentiomete:;r by mean:a of a 
voltage divider~ From the values of the potential dr0p over the test 
section, and the current, the power dissipated. and hence q could. be 
calculated; the wire resistanc;e, and hence the wire temperature could 
also be deterl!linecl~ Appendix III gives details of these calculations. 

Temperature--resistanc.e callibrations were performed by passing 
small. currents of negligable heating effect through the wire immersed 
in the test liquid of known temperature, and by measuring the potential 
drop over the test section and over the precision resistor. Thus the. 
wire resistance could be calculated; the wire temperature was the 
liquid bulk temperature. In these determinations, only two volts of the 
supply were used; suitable resistances from a normally by-passed 
resistance box were switched. into the o~ntt and the potential drop 
over the test section was measured directly vdthout reduction. 

Reversing keys were included in the current and potential. 
leada; these were used. to check whether thermo-electric effects were; 
present. 

Current leada and switches were of apprapriate rating. 

I~30 Instrument Specifications 

Potentiometer -
Standard. Cell 
Galvanometer 
PrecisionRe:!&tor 

Pye, Cat.No.7565 
Pye, Cadmium Cell, Cat.No.35240 
Scalamp (multirange), Cat .. No.7891/6 
- Robt.W.Paul, Cat.No.l022, rated at 15 amps, 

nominally o.l ohms. 
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_±ES!., PROCEDTJRB!. 

JI.~ Calibrations: and:. Preliminary Ilieasurements 

The precision resistor and the resistors constituting the. 
voltage divider were calibrated againat a reoent:E..y certified sta.rulard 
Pye Four Decade Wheatstone b:cl.dge (Cat. No .. 7585) • 

The Jena :.;·~armometer wa>S calibrated in an o:i.J. bath aJgainsit 
National Physical Laboratory-certified thermometers • The st&'ld.t:lr d 
thermometers w.er.e: immersed. to the height of the mercury column. Tes.t 
conditions w~e simulated.. for the Jena thermometer by immersing the 
stem up to the ground-glass joint through a hole in the lid of the the 
oil bath. 

The tes.t wire., s.tretched in the holder, was annealed in air 
by A.C. heating at a. dull re& heat for about 20 minutes. Since the 
platinum was of lower purity than ttthermo:grade" it was necessary tOJ 
determine the coefficient of resistance. and to check the linearity 
of the temperatur~resistance relationship. The annealed wire was 
immersed. in a. thermostatically controlled oil bath. Resistance 
determinations were performed by employing the calibratbn circuit 
described in Appendix r. and by measuring the potential drops over 
the precision resistor and over the test section of the heating 
element when a small current of negligable heating effect was passed 
through the circuito Thus the resistance could be calculated. A few 
determinations at different small currents were conducted at each 
temperature; the highest current differed from the lowest by a 
factor of about 20; the resistance at a particular temperature was 
invariant with current, thus showing that the current range was 
sufficient~y low for heating effects to be absent. The temperature 
range: between 20°C and 2.00°C was covered by l.5 resistance determin
ations, The temperature-resistance rel.a tionship was found to be 
linear. The coefficient of resistance was calculated. The 
coefficient of two further test wires out from different portions 
of the spool of wire employed was also determined, the same value as 
previously determined being obtained. It could thus be safely assumed 
that the coefficient was the same for the entire length of wire on 
the spool. Wires; once dupped. in oil were discarded. 

During boiling testa p?!oper the test wire was calibrated every 
now and. then while imnersed in the test liquid whose temperature w.as 
measured. by the Jena. thermometer. Procedure was as aboveo Calibrations 
during numerous preliminary test& indicated that the wire resistance 
did not change during tests; thus in the testa here reported (during 
all of Which the same wire was employed) calibrations were only 
carried. out five tinea and no..t before and after each run. This was 
considered aufficientc By using the previously deternined coefficient 
the wire resistance at 0°C was calculated. for ease of comparison. 
The calibration results are listed. in Appendix V. 
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To allow the c:alculation of (g/A) the surface area of the 
test section haa to be deterr:ci.nec'.o The wire dia:r.:1eter was measured. 
by a nicrometer sc.re:a; gauge1 and. the distance between the potentia]. 
taps by a travelling vernier microscopeo 

A prelininary test to check whether themo-electric e~m .. f 1 s 
were. generated in the circuit was condue:ted.o Such ef'fects oouJ.d 
arise from the tungsten-copper joints employed in taking the current 
and. potential teroinals through the stoppers in the lid. of the boiling 
vess;el.$ with one joint hot inside the vessel. and the other in air. 
Even though pairs of: such "thermocouples" generating eem~f.'s in 
opposite directions; w.ere present, the possibility of a resultant 
e.m .. f. cannot be dismissecL if it is remembered. that no) two 
thermocouples, even of the same materials, ac:b in an entirel~Y 
identical manner" However, no significant d.ifi"erence in the 
potential drop over the tes,t section and.. the precision resistor could 
be detected. when oea·surement with the current first flowing in ane 
direction and. then vdth the current reversed were taken during 
convective heat transfer from. :the wire·. Such small variations as 
were present were random. It was concluded that the circuit was 
essentially free from therno-electric effects.$ The original_ 
intention was to take two measurements at each. power' F: ~tting with 
the current flowing in different directions as above during the 
actual. boiling tests. This procedure was rejectecl as impractical. 
when it was no~iced that in the short period when no current flowed 
during the throwing over of the reversing key, many, ana. in frequent 
cases, all bubble-producing sites were deactivated. The latter 
situation, occurring invariably du.ring low-pressure runs, could. only 
be remedied. by first raising the power input to the point of film 
boiling, and. then lowering it again. 

II.,2.. Procedure d1Xf_ln_g tests :m:o~. 

A new tes~-wira complete with po~ential taps was fitte~ into 
the holder and anneal.ed. in air as described. 

After washing with chromic acid and distil~ed water, thorough 
drying, slight g:tteasing of all ground-glass joints and fastening af 
the holder to the current and potential leads, the apparatus was 
assembled and filled with li.quid. frorJ the resevoir,. The heating
mantle was switched on~ 

Before tests, could be started the liquid. and the heating 
element had to be thoroughly degooaed. Fail.ure to do, this yields 
erronecus results (7, l0,108)o The liquiQ bulk was d.eaerated by 
prolonged boi~ing eQploying the heating-oantleo Deaeration of the 
heating surface. was effected by prolonged high-flux boiling from the 
wire... The surface contaoination and.. consequent irreproducibility 
reporte~ by Rallis et.al. (lO) for the boiling of water did not 
occur with the an:'ganic liquids here tested, probabl.y owing to the 
absence of electrolytic effects. 
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After about six. hours of boiling the first test at atmospheric 
pressure was started., Prelininary tests, he;d shown that the only wa.y 
in which stable reproducible boiling data. could be obtained was by 
o.perating at progress.ively lower fluxes.. This procedure was fol1owe<l, 
about five minutes being allowed to elapse before the potentia1 drops 
over the precision resistor and over the test section were measured 
at a particular power setting. Readings were taken from close to the 
peak flux, down into the natural convection region, particular 
attention being paid to the point of disappearance of the last bubble .• 

Tests on the same liquid unde:tt" reduced pressures were performed 
without removing the test-wire • The manostat was set to the desired. 
pressure with the suctiQn puBp operating., The Dewar flask containing 
the vapour trap was filled. with a "dey-ice"-ethanol mL"'{ture, and the 
heating mantle was switched on. When boiling from the outer vessel 
had. proceeded sufficiently long for the i11ner pool to be at the 
saturation temperature, the test-wire. was raised to a high flux. In 
almost all cases nucleation could only be obtained by first allovving 
momentary film boiling to occur and then lowering the fluxo Since 
the liquid and. the test surface. were already d.eaerated., high-flux 
boiling was· allowed to proceed for only one hour before readings 
were taken. The rest of the test was conducted as above. 

During operation in the unstable region (see Section 4,00) 
rap~ fluctuations made the balancing of the potentiometer difficult. 
In these cases, the galvanometer was operated undamped. and. the 
potentiometer setting adjusted. until the galvanometer spot oscillated 
equally, about the zero pos:tt:ion. 

Visual counting of the nunber of active sites on the tes.t 
section, carried out vVhen the bubble population was not too high, 
became extremelyunreliable in the unstable region., 

During runs at even lower pressure nucleation from the test 
wire proceeded with difficULty, if at all. Similar difficul~ in 
nucleation occurred.. at the surface. of the outer \fessel, heatecl by 
the mantle. Often considerable superheats built up, followeCL by 
a minor expJLosion when boiling finally started., One or two points 
on the outer vessel general~ remaineCL active; if not, then the 
vacuun was releooecl and a few pieces of porous porcelain (containing 
large cavities;) were dropped into the space between the two vessel..s 
through the conilienser socket, and the te$t recommenced. Nucleation 
from the procelain naintained the liquid jacke~ at the saturation 
temperature:., 

At the conclusion of tests with one liquid the apparatus 
was dismantleCL and cleaned. The test wire was washed and dried by 
A.C. heating8 Assembly, start-up and test procedure were identical 
in both sets of tests,. 

In one' case, run B.5, measurements were taken at progressively 
increasing flux., 

Resistance calibrations were condueted a number of times. A 
test to, check. the rep:ood.ucibility of boiling data (run E.,6.) was performed. 
Throug}wut the tests the heating wire remained shiny with no visible 
sign$ of fouling., 
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.APPENDIX III COMPUTATION OF (g./A) and (Tw - T
8

) 

The power dissipated over the test section was calculated.. from 

q = 5.4Jl.S EI 

where E = potential drop over test section, volts 

I = current flowing, amps 

& 3,.41.5· = conversion factor froo watts to Btu/hr. 

I waSi determine.d by oeasuring the potential drop$ VR' over the precision 
resistor of 0~1023 ohms~ Thus 

v 
I 

R 
= 0,.1025 

and q = 3.415) E.VR 

0,.1025: 

E was not measured dire:c:tly but was st.epped.. down by two resistors of 
1003.6 ohms and 10,115: ohtls~ acting as a voltage divic.1ere The step
down ratio was. thus, ll,ll8~~6/l005.6, or 

E. = llo079 V 

where V is the measured, stepped-down potential. Thus 

q = 3,.415 x 11,079 v.vR 
Oal025 

-4 2 The area of the test section,_ A, was 4o228 x 10 ft for the 
wire of 0.,00760 in diameter ancl 5.,22 em test length enployed in this 
study., 

Thus 
(q/A) = 3~415 x l1D079 v.v~ 

""4 Ool023x 4o228 X lO--

. 5 2 = 8o747 X 10 v.vR (Btu/hr.ft ) 

The resistance of the test section was calculated. from 

R = ! 
I 

i.e. R = lle079.V. 0.1025 
VR 

= 1..133 Y. (ohms) 
VR 
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Fron a calibration graph of R vs. T • T was read off. 
W' W 

T was neasured. by the thermO'r:J.eter" Subtraction gave (T - T ) c-s w s 
In these calculations the radial. tenperature. g:radient in the 

wire: has been neglected.. Application of the correction given by 
Mcl:..dama et. al. ( 42) showed. that an error of 0 .,5% at the maximum is 
thereby introduced. inta (T - T ) • w s 

In obtaining the calibratiOJn graph of Tw vs. R use vras raade 
of the relation 

where o, ::;; coefficient of resistance 
RT = resistance at ter:1perature T 
Ro = resistance at 0°C 

The forr:J.UJ.a. applie.s since the temperature-resistance relationship of 
the wire was linearo 

-5 
Preliminary tests showed. that a. = 5.,.465 x 10 for the 

impure platinum. employed.~) 

In datermining R in the calibration tests E was measured 
directly, hene:e 

R 
_ 0.,102.3 E 
- v 

R 



APPENDIX IV ES.TIM.ATE OF EXPERIMENTAL EP.ROR ____ _,.,_~_...,.,. .. ,=-.,;;== 

The precisian of measuring instru.'Ilents was such tha.t results 
were limi tecl by fluctuations inherent in the boiling phenomenon, 
rather than by the accurao~ of instrlliuents~ 

TUa diameter and. length of the test section were measured 
to within 082%, thus the calculated surface aree.; should be within 
0.4% • 

The current-neasuring resistor and the resistors constituting 
the voltage divider were calibrated to within 0 ... 1% against a recently 
certifieCli Wheatatone })X'idge" Readings on the precision potentiat',e.ter 
(also recent~ certified) were within 0.1%. 

Hence it is estimated that the determination of flux is; 
acuurate· to within 1%. This estimate is based on the precision of 
instruments and would apply if current and voltage would have been 
detemnined simultane:ously. Because of fluctuations. in the measured 
potentials, it is possible that the error in the flux may have been 
about 4%. Thus following McAdams et.a1.(42), the small correction 
for change of surface area with temperature was not made~> 

With respec-t to instrument accuracy the error in R is about 
o.a%. The error, taking into account potential fluctuations, is 1% 
at the utmostn This corresponds to a maximum possible error of about 
2.5°F in T • The mean of five temperature-resistance calibrations 

w 
(see Appendix V) was used to evaluate T for all runs. The variation 
in the calibration corresponds roughl;y ¥o a further lDF error, in T 
FluctuationS> in T were 0.5~ at the utmost and occurred especiallyw 
durin-g 1ow pressu¥e runs, Thus the maximum posaible error in (T - T ) 
is 4°F. The error of Oe5% in (T - T ) arising out of neglectingw 8 

the radial temperature. gradient w s in the wire is seen to, be 
negligible in comparisono 

These estimates refer to the determination of (q/A) and 
(T - T ) during stable runso During low-pressure unstable boiling 

\V s 
fluctuations were greater and the tn'ror may have been larger. 



APPENDIX v RESULTS OF BOILING RUNS 6 7. 

v.~ Temperature-Resistance Calibratio;ns 9 

VR E RT T vVhen Ro 

volts volts ohms oc Checked ohms 

0.001555 0.005132 0.2087 
.After 

o.oo2264 o.oo4619 0.2.087 17.75 
E. 1 0.1966 

0.0045;14 0.008809 0.2089 

O.OOJL501 0.005057' 0.208~ 

o.002215J 0.004512; 0.2084 
17.2 .After 0.1967 

0.004200. 0.008618 o.:;?.084 
E.2 

0.001500 0.005055 0.2D84 

0.001519 0.005090 0.2081 
Arter 

0.006585 0.01298 0.2.080 17.2 Bo2 0.1964 
o.oo252B: 0.004758. 0.2082 

0.00156.9· 0.005189 o.2D79 
Arter 

o.oo25Jl.5 0.004705 0.2081 17.1 
B.5 

0.1965 

o.oo44n 0.008975 0.2081 

0.001500 0.005052. 0.,2068 
Arter 

0.002810 0.005681. 0.2068 15.0 
B•5 0.1966 

0.005541 o.ol08o 0.2069 



Vo2 Reaults of Heat-Transfer Tests 68, 

Run: E.1 Liqui<i: Ethtmol. 0 T = 172o8 F 
-s -4 2 

Pressure: 761 mm Hg = 1.0 atm A =· 4o228 X 10 ft 

VR v (gjA)xl0-5 
R T (Tw- Ts) w N Remarks 

volts volts 2 Btu/hr oft . ohms. OF OF 

0.4806 0.1120 47.1 0.2640 211.7 58.9 - nucleate boilir,g 

0.4540 0.1058 42.0 0.2640 211.7" Bk3.9 ... .If It 

0.,4294 0.09990 57o5 0.2656 2.10.7 57.9 " " 
0.4155 0.09665 55.1 0.2655 210.4 57.&. " II 

0.5901. 0.09068 50.9 0.2.654 210o2 57.4 II It 

0.5619 0.08400 2.6,6 0.2650 209.0 56,2 It " 
o • .sSJ.O 0.07676 2.2.2 o.-2627 208.5 55.5 00 " It 

0.5046 0.07054 18.8. 0.2624 207.5: Mo7 52 II II 

o.2f7S2 0.06456 15.7 0 .. 2.621 206.5 55.7 42. " II 

0.25.45 0.05880 15,.1 0.2618 205.8. 55o0 52 II If 

0.2049 0.04726 8,.47 0.,2.615 204.4 5L,6 14 II II 

0.1856 0.04226 6.79 0.2608 205.0 50.2 10 " " 
0.1612 0.05699 5.20 0.2600 200.7 27.9 4 * n II 

0.1401 o.o~2 5.91 0.2581 195.4 22o6 0 * Convection 

0.1246· 0.0282{7 5.08 0.2571. 192.,5 19.7 0 " 
0.1l25 0.02.540 2.49 0.2565 190.5. 17.7 0 It 

O.J.OOO 0.02.2430 1.97 0.2549 186.4 15,6 0 " 

• last bubbl.e disappeared between these two settings .• 



E.a Lig;uicl~. Ethanol 

Press.ure: 514 mm Hg = Oo6?7 atm 

VR v (g/A):x:l0-5 
R Tw 

vol.ts vol.ts 2 Btu/hrtoft ohms 0 F 

0:~5505 0.,12;66 61.0 0.2606 202 .. 4 

0.5507 0.,12:].'7 56.,5 0.2598 200.4 

Oo509S· 0.1165 51.,9 0~2592 198.5· 

0~4845· o .. lios ,46o8 0.2585; 196.5 

0..,452.6 0.1051 40.,8 0,2.5.81 195.2 

0.4271 0 .. 09710 56.5 0 .. 2576 195.9 

0.,4012 0.09105 51.,9. 0.2:571 192.6. 

o.51i?48 O~t084.95i 27.a 0.,2508 191o9 

0.5ffiLH 0.07'970 2:4 .. 5 0.2567 19l.6 

0.,2:900 0.0655;7 16.6 0.2562 190.0 

0.2699 0.06095 14.4- 0 .. 2558 l89.,2 

0 0 2.495, 0.05651 12.5 Oa2557 188o8 

0.,2505 0.05:2:00 10.,5· 0.2558 189 .. 2: 

Oe2D99 0~04726 8.68 Oao2:55l 187.0 

0.1904 o.o42.84 7ol5 0"'2549 186.4 

0.1701. 0.0581.7 5.68 0.2542o l84o4 

0.1505 0.,05566 4.,42 0112557 185.1 

0 
T = 155ol F -s . 

!}. = 4o228xl0-4ft2 

(T - T ) N Remarks w s 
oF 

47.5 - nucleate boiling 

45.5 tt II 

45 .. 4 11 It 

41.4 II " 
40.1 11 II 

58.8 II " 
5.7 o5 " If 

56~8 55 It If 

5.61>5 50 ri II 

54.9 55 " " 
54.1 27 II " 
55.7 20 " " 
Mol 15 n It 

51 .. 9 8 " " 
51 .. 5 7 u II 

29o5 4 " It 

2:8.0 0 last bubble 
disappeared 



y 
R 

volts 

0.,5440 

0.523.3 

0.5019 

Oa4816 

0~4605 

0114411 

Oo4181 

0.5980 

0.3762 

0.3530 

0.,33{)9 

0.,3099 

0.2906 

0.,2706 

0.,2499 

0.2306, 

0.2105 

0.,1905 

0.1701. 

Liq~a: Ethane~ 

Pressure: 301 mm Hg ~ 0.396 atmt 

v 

voJ.ts 

o.,121a ·- ... 

o.ll69 

0,.1119 

0,.1073 

0.1.02.5 

Oo09'798 

0.09282 

o.ossM 
0.08547 

0 .. 07835 

0.07542 

0.068!72 

0.06465; 

0.06072 

0.05621 

0.05151 

0.04642 

0.04178 

0.,03710 

(g/A)xlo-3 
R 

2 Btu/hr .. ft ohms 

58jj0 0.,253JW 

53.5 0.2.53J.. 

49.1 o.z5,26 

45!12; 0.2524 

41.5 0.2525 

57.8. 0,.2517 

33~9 0,.2515; 

30.8 0.2515 

27.5 0.2514 

24.,2: 0.2514. 

21 .. 5 0,.2514 

18,.6 0.2512 

16.4 0.2521 

14.4 0.2542 

12<J5 0.254.-8 

10~3 0.252.1 

8.54- 0.2501. 

6.95 0.2487 

5.52 0.2471 

185.0 

181.5 

180.1 

179 .. 7 

179~4 

177.5 

177.0 

177.0 

176()7 

176.7 

176#J7 

176.,1 

178.7 

184.4 

186.,2 

178.,7 

173.2 

169.5 

164.8 

70~ 

RemaTka 

5:!..2 .. nucleate boiling 

48.,5 I~ " 
47.5_, " " 
46.9 II II 

46.,6 55 " II 

44.'7 55 " ~I 

44oZ 26 " II 

44.2; 24 II " 
43.9 18 " " 
43.9 15 " II 

45.9 12 II II 

43.,3 9 " II 

45.,9 8 II II 

51.,6 5 Jl, II 

53.4.- 3 " If 

45.,9 3 II II 

40,.4 2 II n 

36..7 0 last bubble 
disappeared 

52.0 0 convection 



7~. 
E.,4 .!!j.suid: Ethanol 

. 0 
].~: T = 120.9 F 

-s -4. 2 
Pressure: 225 mm Hg = 0 .. 294 atm ! = 4., 2:28xl.O ft 

VR v (g/A):x:l0-.5 R T (T - T ) N Remarks 
2 w w s 

volts volts Btu/hr.ft ohns OF OF 

o.42a7 0 .. 0946:8; 55.0 Oo2558 185.,"1 62.8 bubbles very 
unstablLe 

0.4010 0.,09025 5]..,6: 0.,2550 186.7 65.8 ll 

0.5?88. 0.08565 28 .. 4 Oo2562, 190.0 69.1 II 

0.,5612, 0.08201 25 .. 9 0..,2572 192,8 71 .. 9 ±10 u 

0.5408 0.07820 25.5, 0.2600 200~8 79.9 5-4 II 

o.Ba.o9 0$07440 20.9 0.2627 20895 87.4 1 u 

0 .. 50051 Oo06.9ll 18.2 0.2607 202.6 81o7 0 convection 

0.,2804 0,.06542 15.6 o .• 2565) 190.5 69.4 0 II 

Run: E"5.' Liquid.: Ethanol 0 T = 94.5 F -s . 
Presaure: 105 mm Hg = 0.156 atm A = 4o228xl0-4ft2 

Oa557S 0.08212 25:.,7' Oo2600 200.,7 1Qei .• 4 0 convection 

0.5592, 0.07'.?'05 22.9 0.2574 195.5 99.,2 0 II 

0.,.5208 0.07168 20 .. 1 0.2552 181.8 87.5 0 II 

0<'15010 0.06650 17.,5 0.2505 175:.,8 79n5; 0 II 

0.2.802 0.,0612/7 15.,0 Oo?A77 166.4 72 .. 1 0 II 

0.,2555 Oo05464 12o2 0,2425 152,.5 58.0 0 II 

0.252:9 0 .. 04911 10.0 Oo25:89 145·.5 49.0 0 tl 

o.2J.04 0.04370 8 .. 04 0.2.555 15.4.0 519 0 7.' 0 II 

Eo6 Liquid.: Ethoool 0 
~; T = 172.8 F 

-s -4 2 
Pressure: 761 mm Hg :; 1.0 atm .! = 4.228xl0 ft 

0.4556 0.1060 42.e2 o.a656 2l0.7 57 .. 9 ... nucleate boiling 

0.4040 Oo09594 55.2 0.,2.655 2l0o4 57o6 II , 
0.3615 o.os5e9 2.6.,5 0.2651. 2.09.5 561!5 ,, II 

0.5019 0 .. 07003 l8o4 0.262.8 208.6· 55.,8 48 II II 

Oo2.505 o.o5520 10,.7 0.2615 204.7 51.9 25 II II 



72. 

Liquid.: Benzene 

Pressure: 758 mm Hg = 1.0 atm 

VR v (q/A)xl0-3 R T (T - T ) N Remarks w w s 

volts volts Btu/hr.ft2 ohms OF OF 

0.5185 0.1229 55o7 0~2686 222:.9 46&4 nucleate boiling 
Oo4997 0.1185 51~7 0()2682 221.8 45o5 It ll 

0.4815 0 01156 48.,0 Oe2674 219o6 45.1 II tl 

o.45c98 0.1084 45.6 01>2671 218118 42o5 II If 

0.45!77 0.1052 59.,5 Oe2671 218.a 42.5 II II 

0.5929 Oo09259 51.8 0.,2670 218o5· 42,0 ... II It 

0.,5467 0.08162. 24o8 0.2667. 217.8 41.5 53 II ,, 
0.52.40 0.0762l 21 .. 6 0,2664 217~0 40.5 48: II "t 

0.5052 Ou07110 18.9 0.2657 215.5 58.,8 41 II •. 

0.,2805i 0.06530 16.2 0.2.662 216o-5 39.8 57 II " 
0,2601 0.06095 15.9 0.2654 214o5 . 57.8 51 II II 

Oo2595 0,05594 11.,7 0.2646 212.1 55.6 26 " II 

0.22J~7 0~05182 10.,0 0.2648 215.0 56,5 19 II " 
0.1998 0.04654 8.15 0.,2659 210.4 53.>}9 14 II II 

0.1799 0.,04180 6.58 0.2655 2.08.,7 52o2 10 " II 

0.,1502. 0.05475 4.56 01>2620 205 .. 5 28.8 4 * II 
II 

0.1502 0.02986 5.40 0.2598 199.,4 22.9 0 * convection 

OollOO 0.02500 2.41 0.2575 195.5 J.6o8 0 II 

0.09002 0.02055 1.,60 0.,2561 189 0 5 15.0 0 II 

* last bubble disappeared between these two settings. 



75. 

]l.un_J_ B,2 Liqui.d: Be~~-
0 

T = 158~0 F · --s 
~ssure: 566 mm Hg = 0.745 a.tm ! 

-4 2 = 4.228x10 ft 

VR v (q/A)xl0-5 R T (T - T ) N Remarks w w s 

volts volts Btu/hr.ft 
2 

ohms OF OF 

0.55?5 0.1300 63.4 0.2642 211,0 55.0 nucleate boiling 

0.4869 O.ll29 48ol. 01>262;7 207.0 49.0 II II 

Oo4703 0,1089 44,8 0,262.4 206o3' 48.5 II II 

0,455~ 0.1044 41.4 0,2611 202.7 44.7 II II 

0,4319 0,09953 37.6 0.2611 202.7 44o7 It II o' 
g. 

o.4lll 0.09448. 34,0 0,2604 201t0 43.0 II 11 ~ 
(I) 

0.3899 0.08948 30.5 0.2600 199.8 41.8 II " 
~ 

0,3681 0,08451. 2'7.2 Oo260l 200e2 42.2 51 It II 

~ 0.3511 0.08052, 24.7 0.2598, 1.99.4 41..4 44 li " ci-

0.35].9. 0,.07609 22.1 0.2597 199.0 41.0 42. II tt 
g. 
1-' 
(I) 

0.2911 0,06663; 17.0 0.2593 198,0 40.0 55 ,, 
" 

0.2705. 0,06190 14.6 0,2593 198.0 40.0 29 II II 

0.2505, 0.0571.6 12.5 0,258.7 196.4 38.4 22 II II 

0.2304 0,05197 10.5 0,2556 188.3 50.3 19 II " 
0.21.07 o.o47tle 8o77 0.2559. 1.89.2 51o2 1.9 11 II 

Ool902 0.04283 7.1.5' 0.2551 1.86.7 28o7 ll II If 

0,.1701 0.05820 5o68 0.2544 185,2 27.2. 7 II II 

o.l502 0.05,574 4.45 0.2545 l.85o5 27.5 5 II II 

0.1305 0.02.915 5.32 0.2535> 182.6 24.6 0 last bub bl.e dis-
appeared. 



0 74o 
BS!!!.: B~»5· Jd..q_~: Benzene T = 154,.1 F 

-a -4 2 
Pressure: 565; mm Hg = Oo480 a.tm A = 4,.,228xl0 ft 

VR v (q/A)xlo-5 R Tw (T - T ) N Remarks 

Btu/hroft2 w 8 
volts volts ohms OF oF 

0.551.5 0 .. 1245 60!'0 0~2559 189.1 55 eO ... nucleate boiling,. 

0._5295 Ooll95J 55o2 o.z554 18.7,8 55o7 bubble behaviour 
highly irregular· 

o.5o9a Otoll47 51.1 Oe2552. 187.,1 55.0 n II 

0.,4899 o.no1 47 .2. 0.,2546 185.6 51o5• - II II 

Oe4697 Ool054 45.5 Oo2542 184.7 50 0 6 " " 
Oo446a 0.1002 59.,2 0.2.541. 184.,5 501>2 II tl 

Oo4508 o.09610 56.2 Oo2527 180o6 46.5 II II 

o,4ll7 o.oeoaa 52 .• 7 0.2500 175.,1 59.0 If II 

0~5894 0.0858.6 29o2 0.2498, 1'72;.6. 58o5 56 II II 

0.5686 0.08205 26.4 Oo2521 . 179.0 44 .. 9 51 II tl 

0.5626. 0.07795 24o0 Oe2505 174.5 40.,4 51 II II 

0.,5298. 0.,07541 ~n.z 0~2!)22 179o2 45o1 2.7 " II 

Oo5095 0.0692$ 18S 0.2554 182.4 48o5 24 It II 

0.,2910 0.0642.6 l.6.o4 0.2502 175G'8: 59o7 1& fl II 

Oo2705 o.os-968 14.1 0~2500 175.1 59.0 17 II II 

0.2502 0.05515 12.1 0,.2496 172.,2 58 .. 1 15 II II 

Oo2504 Oo05076 10 . .,2 Oo2496; 172,;2. 38,.1 11 II " 
0.2104.· 0.,04618 8,50 00 2487 169.8 55.,7 8 It It 

0.1907 0.04167 6.95 0.2476 166~9 52,.8 5 II II 

0.1'704 0.,05699 5051 0..,2459: 162o6 28.5 2 II II 

0.1505 0.,052.62 4.29 0.2459 162.6. 28.5: 0 1aft bubbled 
0.1.505 0.02.800 5Jol9 0.24.55 1.56.2 22.1 0 

disappeue 
convection 

0.,1100 0.02549 2.26, 0.2419 152.0 17.9 .0 II 



Run: B,A L.iLqu¥-.g Benzene 

.!J'essure: 2,5;7 mm Hg = 0 .. 512 wtme~ 

VR v (q/A)x.l0-.3 R T w 
vo1ts volts 2 

Btu/hr.ft. ohms. OF 

0.5482 0 .. 1202 57.& Oo2484 169o2 

Ov52.88 0.1159 55 .• 6 Oo2485 168.8 

0.5106! Oo1ll5 49.''1 0.24.70 165 .. 5 

04t4900 Ool.OOO 45..,8 0.2469 165&2 

0.4705. 0,1022. 42.0 0(>2.462 165.4 

0.4515 0.09780 58.,6, 0.2:455 161.,5 

0 .. 4141 0 .. 08977 52-.5 0$2.456 161.7 

0.5BM o.oa5Ds 29 .. 5 0,.2.45]. 160.5 

0.5551. 0 .. 07626 2:5 .• 6. 0 .. 2447 159o5 

0.53.40 Oo06·79<& lBo"l Oo2.452 ].60.9 

0.2941 o.o655R l6o4 0.,2449 160.0 

o.a746· 0.05944.- 14.5 0.2452 160.9 

0,.2.555 0 .. 05.494- 12.5 0 .. 2456 156o5 

0 .. 2544 0 .. 05012. J.O"'a 0!>2.,425 1554)0 

Oo~45 0 .. 04504 8 0 45 0 .. 2579 l41&5 

0.1940 0 .. 04058. 6.89 0.2570 158.4 

0.1.758 0.056517 5.,.55 0 .. 25!;?1 158,.6 

T ::: 
-n 

0 
ll5~7 F 

. ..,4 2 
.A. = 4~228ilC10 ft 

(T - T ) Remarks' w 8 

OF 

55.5 nucleate boiling, 
bubblabeha~ 

55.1 highlyirre 

51 .. 8 50 II II 

5,J..5 2.7 " " 
49.7 24 II II 

47.8 25 11 II 

48.,.0 25 -II II 

46e6 20 II tt 

45.8 11 II II 

47.,2 6 " II 

46;.5 4 II II 

47&2 2 II II 

42~a 1 II " 
5!9o5 1 II II 

2.7"6) 0 last bubble dis-
appeared 

24.7 0 convection 

2.4.9 0 n 



0.185& 

0&2.055 

Oo2la9 

0.2:345 

0.2.550 

0.2:754 

o.oooo 

0.5201 

0.5408. 

0.,5559 

o.5'764 

0.592.5 

Liggi~: Benzene 

Pres~E~~ 154 mm Hg = OoZ05 atm 

v 

vo].ts 

0~05812. 

0.04202 

0.04587 

0.04957 

Oo05444 

0.,0&957 

0.06644 

0.07190 

0.07788 

o.o8l.92 

Oe0855.6 

o.o86J.O 

(q/A)XL0-5 

2 
Btu/hr.,f't 

6..,20 

7.46 

8.,78 

lOttl. 

12.,1 

].4{>5 

17.4 

20,1. 

25.t2 

25,.5 

•27o-6 

29o6 

R 

ohms 

0.252!7 127.6 

0.2542 151.~4 

0.;25!74 140.0 

0.2587 145o4 

0.2419 152.,0 

0.2442 158.,0 

0.2509 175c.6 

0.2545 185·.4 

Oo2588 ].9~.7 

0.,26D8 202&1 

0.,25.15 17'7.5 

0.,2485 169.5, 

N Remarks 

54.4 0 convection 

58~2 0 II 

46&8 0 It 

50.2 0 It 

58.8 0 II 

64.8 0 II 

82.4 0 " 
95.'2 0 II 

].05.5 0 It 

108,9 1 bubbles irregular 

84(\l 5 tl II 

'76.,1 4 went over to 
film boiling 



APPENDIX VI 

Microscope 

Objective 

Eyepiece; 

Condensen 

Camera 

Film 

TechniCJiue; 

Zeiss "Standard Researcht1 

Neofluar 40X 

Komplan 8X 

achromatic~ aplanatic (NoA• 1.4) 

.Alpac. - Ref~ex 

Kodak PLUS X 

illumination - ob]ique, monochromatic green, phase 
contrast. 

Exposure. - 10 seconds. 

'l'lo 



a 
A 
CL 
c1,c2 
CD 

cslt 
D 
Dd 
E 

t 
/J.f* 

(} 

6.F 
/J.Fmax 

g 

go 
Gb 
h 

I 
J 
k 

~ 
K 
Ku 
.e* 
L 
m 
n 
N/A 
N 
p = PL 
PB 
& 
q 
(q/A) 
(q/A)b 

(qjA)c 
R 
" R 
R 

0 

etc. 

acce].eration of bubb:Ii..a 
heat transfer area 
specific heat of liquid 

constants 

dra;g coefficient 

constant defined by equation (2.8) 

tuba or wire diameter 
bubbJi..e diameter at departure 

potent:4al drop over test section 
bubb~e frequency 
activation energy 

change in Gibbs free energy 
change in Gibbs free energy- to form bub1iUe of 

critical size 
gravitation.acceleration 
conversion factor from mass to force units 
bubble mass flow rate 
heat transfer coefficient; Planck's constant in 

Sectioo· 3.. 
heating current 
mechanical equiv~lent of heat 
Bdltzmann1 s constant 
therma~ conductivity of liquid · 
constant 
Kutatelaclze's number defined in equation (2o29~ 
chara;cteris:tic: length, see equation (2 .19) 
length of test section 
constant 
constant 
number of active sites per unit area 
Avogac'tto t s number 
absolute pressure in system (liquid) 
abso~ute pressure insidebabble 
superheat-vapour-pressure difference 
heat per unit time 
heat flux 
flux due to latent heat transport by departing 

bubbl.es 
critical. (peak) flux 
bubble radi'!llls of curvature,, bubble radius 
radial bubble grovvth rate 
critical. radius of bubb.Ji.e (homogeneous nucleation) 



rma.x 
rs 
T 

~ 
T 

8 
(T- T ) 

Vl 8 
t 

UL 
uc 
'\ 
v 
v 
VR 
VL 
vv 
w 
wmax: 
a. = a. L 

{3 
0 

~ 
~ 
PL 
Pv 
(J 

resistance of heating element at 0°C 
re.si..9>tance of heating element at temperature T 
radius o:t' curvature of bubble, see Figs .. 5.,5, 5o4 

and. 5,,5 
radius of curvature of bubble oyer cavity mouth 
Reynolds number 
mouth radius of smallest cavity capable of nucleation, 

or cavity mouth radius in general 
0avity mouth radius of largest cavity on surface 
radius of curvature of surface projectian 
temperature (usually absolute) 
wall temperature 
liquid saturation temperaxure 
wall superheat 

time 
superficial. liquid velocity 
critical superficiaJL vapour velo,city (at floo.d.ing) 
linear bubble velocity 
volume of bubbl..e 
measured, stepped-down volta-ge drop over teat section 
voltage drop over precision resistor 
specific volume of liquid 
spec:ific vol.ume of vapour 
reversible work to form a. bubble 
reversible work to form a bubb1e of critical size 
thermal. diffusibity of liquid 

contact angle measured. through liquid 
superheat-layer thickness 
latent heat o£ vaporization 
viscosity of liquid · 
liquid density 
ve.pour density 
surface- tension 
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